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Introduction 
 

Climate change is a global issue that is impacting freshwater resources in a 

myriad of ways. While all lakes are vulnerable to the effects of climate change, the 

response of lakes varies along the trophic gradient. As lakes trend toward eutrophication 

globally (Schindler, 2012; Stoddard et al., 2016; Ho, Michalak & Pahlevan, 2019), it is 

imperative that we understand the ecological implications of how global warming 

changes oligotrophic lakes to better mitigate negative impacts and preserve pristine 

freshwater resources (Reinl et al., 2021). Here I will review the effects of climate change 

on lakes, with an emphasis on phytoplankton in oligotrophic lakes. 

There are several observed and predicted effects of climate change on lakes, but 

probably the most obvious of these is the direct effect of warming on lake water 

temperature (Whitehead et al., 2009; O’Reilly et al., 2015), the magnitude of which 

varies primarily by geographic position with higher latitudes experiencing more warming 

(Wuebbles & Hayhoe, 2004; Solomon et al., 2007; O’Reilly et al., 2015). Because 

temperature controls the survival and fitness of organisms throughout the food web, it 

plays a central role in determining phytoplankton community structure, with higher water 

temperatures favoring cyanobacterial species over some eukaryotic algae (De Senerpont 

Domis, Mooij & Huisman, 2007). Sustained higher water temperatures also lengthens 

growing seasons and consequently extends periods of elevated phytoplankton biomass 

(De Senerpont Domis et al., 2013; Visser et al., 2016). In Lake Baikal, warming water 

temperatures resulted in a 300% and 335% increase in chlorophyll-a and zooplankton 

over  ~30 and 60 years, respectively (Hampton et al., 2008). Phytoplankton in Lake 
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Baikal has also shifted toward smaller cell sizes, partly because the larger cell sized 

species that are responsible for the lake’s characteristic under-ice blooms have declined 

(Hampton et al., 2008; Izmest’eva, Silow & Litchman, 2011). Similarly, warmer 

temperatures have changed the offshore phytoplankton community of Lake Superior 

toward small-celled cyanobacteria and with a decrease in centric diatom biomass (Reavie 

et al., 2014) and a decrease in cell size across diatom species (Bramburger et al., 2017). 

At the same time, cyanobacterial blooms have emerged along the nearshore of the 

western arm (Sterner et al., 2020). Ho & Michalak (2019) also found that warmer water 

temperatures increased phytoplankton abundance, and that a longer growing season was a 

key driver of cyanobacterial abundance. This was likewise implicated as an important 

driver of cyanobacterial blooms in Lake Superior (Sterner et al., 2020).  

Warmer lake temperatures are expected to lead to earlier onset and stronger 

periods of stratification (Peeters et al., 2002; Adrian et al., 2009; Woolway et al., 2021), 

in some cases resulting in reduced turnover (Mesman et al., 2021).Warmer temperatures 

also reduce ice cover, which is well documented and can contribute to increased water 

temperatures and altered mixing regimes (Filazzola et al., 2020). Using the Parallel 

Climate Model (PCM) (Washington et al., 2000) and HadCM3 (Gordon et al., 2000; 

Pope et al., 2000) climate models, Wuebbles & Hayhoe (2004) predicted a 3–7 ˚C 

increase in winter air temperature and a 4–11 ˚C increase in summer air temperature in 

the Midwest region, with the greatest increases predicted at the highest latitudes. Low 

productivity lakes tend to be located in higher latitudes (Alin & Johnson, 2007) where the 

temperature increases are predicted to have the greatest effect. A modeling study 

evaluating the effects of warming on an oligo- and eutrophic lake showed that smaller 
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increases in temperature had a greater impact on nutrient concentrations and cycling in 

the low-nutrient lake (Farrell et al., 2020). Thus, oligotrophic lakes may experience the 

physical and biogeochemical effects of warming with greater frequency (due to their 

geographic location) and intensity (due to their physical and biogeochemical 

characteristics) than meso- and eutrophic lakes. 

Longer and more stable periods of stratification can also increase the duration or 

the initiation of hypoxia in the bottom waters (Foley et al., 2012; Jenny et al., 2016). 

Hypoxia can in turn cause the release of sediment-bound phosphorus (P) from Fe (North 

et al., 2014; Favot et al., 2019), fueling subsequent algal blooms (Rengefors, Gustafsson 

& Ståhl-Delbanco, 2004; Carey, Weathers & Cottingham, 2009). This may be especially 

important in lakes that have recovered from eutrophic conditions in the water column but 

maintain eutrophic sediment conditions (Schindler, 1974; Jeppesen et al., 2007). Fe is 

simultaneously released under anoxic conditions and promotes cyanobacteria in low-

nutrient lakes because cyanobacteria have a higher Fe requirement than eukaryotic algae 

and may only able to pass Fe2+ through the cell wall (Verschoor et al., 2017; Chen, 2018; 

Molot et al., 2020). Further, Fe is a cofactor for nitrogenase, which controls nitrogen (N) 

fixation and for buoyancy regulation via gas vacuoles,traits associated with many species 

of cyanobacteria (Mills et al., 2004; Kelly et al., 2021).  

While lake warming may increase P release from sediments, low oxygen 

conditions in the sediments can simultaneously decrease available nitrate via 

denitrification, lowering the N:P ratio of dissolved nutrients, which can also be favorable 

to cyanobacteria, particularly those with the ability to fix N2 (Horne & Galat, 1985; 

Berman-Frank, Lundgren & Falkowski, 2003; Bergman et al., 2006). Altered mixing 
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regimes could also deplete nutrients in the surface waters, favoring small-celled algae 

with a high surface area to volume ratio (Winder, Reuter & Schladow, 2009; Daufresne, 

Lengfellner & Sommer, 2009; Ryabov et al., 2021), phytoplankton that can mediate 

buoyancy or use motility to access nutrients (Bormans, Sherman & Webster, 1999; Wirtz 

& Smith, 2020), and cyanobacteria with the ability of luxury nutrient uptake (Whitton et 

al., 1991; Solovchenko et al., 2020). 

In conjunction with warming temperature, precipitation patterns are also expected 

to change as air temperature continues to rise, and moisture and wind patterns shift 

(Donat et al., 2016). In the Midwest, precipitation is expected to increase during the 

winter, spring, and fall, with the largest increases being predicted for spring (Wuebbles & 

Hayhoe, 2004). Predictions for summer are mixed with some models predicting increased 

precipitation (Pathak, Kalra & Ahmad, 2017) while others predict decreased precipitation 

(Wuebbles & Hayhoe, 2004). Increased precipitation implies greater watershed inputs to 

lakes via streams and catchment runoff, and sediment inputs via erosion. Streams are 

important sources of carbon (C), N, and P (Kling et al., 2000; Marcarelli et al., 2019; 

Mooney et al., 2020), and their export from watersheds to lakes is expected to increase 

with the rising frequency and intensity of precipitation events (Stockwell et al., 2020). 

Streams may also be important contributors to biological loading. In both Lake Erie and 

Lake Superior, tributaries of varying sizes have been identified as sources of 

cyanobacterial loading to the lakes and may play a key role in cyanobacterial bloom 

initiation (Conroy, 2007; Conroy et al., 2017; Reinl et al., 2020), although there is some 

contrary evidence for Lake Erie (Kutovaya et al., 2012a). Hence, higher rates of loading 

could exacerbate cyanobacterial blooms in these systems.   
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Even in lakes with small watersheds relative to their surface area and volume, 

tributaries have a significant effect on lake biogeochemical cycles, particularly in the 

nearshore (Cooney et al., 2018; Marcarelli et al., 2019; Mooney et al., 2020). Watershed 

characteristics partly determine the effects of surface runoff on lakes. We may expect 

higher P loading from agriculturally dominated watersheds (Carpenter, Booth & 

Kucharik, 2018) and a greater proportion of dissolved organic matter (DOM) inputs from 

forested watersheds (Raymond, Saiers, & Sobc, 2016), which are often associated with 

oligotrophic lakes. In oligotrophic lakes, where DOM inputs can be high (Biddanda, 

Ogdahl & Cotner, 2001), bacterial populations can release nutrients from the sediment 

via mineralization (Sinke et al., 1990; Søndergaard, Jensen & Jeppesen, 2003; Hupfer & 

Lewandowski, 2008), unlocking a previously inaccessible pool of nutrients for 

cyanobacteria and other algae to utilize. A study of Swedish lakes showed that in 

oligotrophic lakes, higher organic matter loading from steams increased the relative 

biovolume of Dolichospermum (Freeman et al., 2020), a species that is often found in 

blooms in other temperate lakes with relatively low ambient nutrient concentrations 

(Salmaso et al., 2015; Capelli et al., 2017; Favot et al., 2019; Sterner et al., 2020).  

Depending on soil type and geology, forested watersheds can also supply a 

significant amount of P (Minor, Forsman & Guildford, 2014; Cooney et al., 2018). Along 

the southern shore of Lake Superior where cyanobacterial blooms have occurred, the 

watershed is >70% forested (Sterner et al., 2020), but the predominate soil type is a P-

rich clay (Stortz, Clapper & Sydor, 1976), resulting in significant P loading to the lake 

from surface runoff and shoreline erosion. These direct P inputs can, over time, lead to 

eutrophication of lakes (Schindler, 1975), and in turn increase the probability of other 
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water quality issues such as nuisance and harmful algal blooms, invasive species, 

hypoxia, fish and waterfowl habitat degradation, and more (Smith, Joye & Howarth, 

2006). Although this scenario is a threat to meso- and eutrophic lakes, there is evidence 

that oligotrophic lakes may be more responsive to nutrient inputs. Rigosi et al. (2014) 

evaluated more than 1000 lakes for the effects of temperature and nutrients on 

cyanobacterial biovolume and found that eutrophic lakes were most sensitive to the 

combination of temperature and nutrients, while cyanobacterial biomass in meso- and 

oligotrophic lakes responded most strongly to temperature and nutrients alone, 

respectively.  

High-intensity precipitation events are also expected to become more common 

(Donat et al., 2016; Stockwell et al., 2020). For example, three > 500-year flood events 

have occurred in the Lake Superior basin in the last decade (event years: 2012, 2016, and 

2018, Minor, Forsman & Guildford, 2014; Cooney et al., 2018; Roache, Cousins & 

Muszynski, 2020). Extreme precipitation events have been implicated as drivers of 

cyanobacterial blooms in several systems (Robson & Hamilton, 2003; Michalak et al., 

2013; Kasprzak et al., 2017; Wood et al., 2017; Sterner et al., 2020). High-intensity 

precipitation events decrease nutrient concentrations, alter the light environment through 

turbidity or by displacing algae in the water column, and change the temperature of the 

water column, but their effects vary in space and time (Stockwell et al., 2020).  In a 

German oligotrophic lake, a major storm event pushed cyanobacteria from the deep 

chlorophyll maxima to the surface, alleviating light and nutrient limitation and resulting 

in rapid growth (Kasprzak et al., 2017). Callieri et al., (2014) found that changes in water 

level after high intensity precipitation events and ensuing P release from sediment caused 
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blooms of Dolichospermum lemmermannii in an oligotrophic lake. Lake Superior also 

experienced the largest blooms of D. lemmermannii after extreme precipitation events in 

2012 and 2018, but the exact nature of the connection between storms and blooms is still 

unknown. We often observe major precipitation events in the warmest years, meaning 

that the effects described above are usually co-occurring, providing conditions that favor 

cyanobacteria and promote bloom formation; however, these combined effects can be 

nuanced (Richardson et al., 2019).  

The numerous ways that oligotrophic lakes are impacted by climate change 

highlight the complexity of these issues. Despite our best efforts to gain broad insights 

into how climate change will affect a given lake, the unique physical and biogeochemical 

properties of a lake determine how the ecosystem is affected. However, these studies 

provide an important baseline for our understanding and thereby guide efforts to 

understand the impacts of climate change on individual lakes. In Lake Superior, we have 

an uncommon opportunity to observe and study the ecological effects of climate change 

in real-time. 

Lake Superior is oligotrophic (Sterner, 2010) with relatively cold water 

temperatures (Austin & Colman, 2008), and has a very large surface area of over 82,000 

km2 and depths reaching just over 400 m. Despite its enormous size, the lake is exhibiting 

susceptibility to climate change and other human impacts including cyanobacterial 

blooms (Sterner et al., 2020), invasive species (Grigorovich et al., 2008), warming 

summer lake temperatures (O’Reilly et al., 2015), and loss of ice cover (Assel, Cronk & 

Norton, 2003; Austin & Colman, 2007). In the following chapters, I explore the effects of 

climate change on Lake Superior phytoplankton dynamics, with an emphasis on 
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cyanobacterial blooms. In Chapter 1, I employ a data-driven approach to describing 

seasonal patterns of the deep chlorophyll layer (DCL) in Lake Superior and explore 

potential drivers of formation and maintenance. In Chapter 2, I identify potential sources 

and drivers of cyanobacterial blooms in Lake Superior and characteristics of locations 

most likely to be sources using field monitoring and experimental approaches. In Chapter 

3, I use a life cycle model to integrate environmental drivers and cyanobacteria life cycle 

stages to identify key environmental drivers of blooms, the role of akinetes in 

oligotrophic blooms, and our current knowledge gaps regarding cyanobacterial blooms in 

Lake Superior. Together these chapters provide some of the first insights into the 

ecological effects of climate change on Lake Superior and lay a foundation for our 

understanding of these impacts, and mark paths forward for mitigation and management.  
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Chapter 1: Seasonality and physical drivers of deep chlorophyll layers in 

Lake Superior, with implications for a rapidly warming lake 
 

Reinl, K. L., R. W. Sterner, and J. A. Austin. 2020. Seasonality and physical drivers of 

deep chlorophyll layers in Lake Superior, with implications for a rapidly warming lake. J. 

Great Lakes Res. 46: 1615–1624. doi:10.1016/j.jglr.2020.09.008 

The final publication is available at www.elsevier.com/locate/ijglr 

INTRODUCTION 

A deep chlorophyll layer (DCL) is a common feature during stratified conditions in 

many marine and freshwater ecosystems (Fee, 1976; Cullen, 1982; Mignot et al., 2011; 

Leach et al., 2018) including the Laurentian Great Lakes (Moll, Brache & Peterson, 

1984; Auer & Bub, 2004; Bramburger & Reavie, 2016; Scofield et al., 2017). The DCL 

is a zone of elevated chlorophyll occurring near the thermocline (Watkins et al., 2015; 

Leach et al., 2018). The specific area of maximum chlorophyll concentration occurring 

within the DCL is referred to here as the deep chlorophyll maximum (DCM). In some 

cases, the DCL can contribute significantly to the total integrated chlorophyll in the entire 

water column (Scofield et al., 2017), and be a major contributor to primary productivity 

(Moll et al., 1984; Fahnenstiel & Scavia, 1987; Weston et al., 2005; Leach et al., 2018). 

The mechanisms of formation and maintenance, as well as the taxonomic composition of 

DCLs, can vary widely (Varela et al., 1992; Barbiero & Tuchman, 2004; Scofield et al., 

2017; Leach et al., 2018), making extrapolation of results from a given system to a 

broader context difficult.  

Due to the limited number of studies on productivity in the DCL, we cannot yet state 

with confidence how much the DCL contributes to water column productivity; however, 

the DCL is a prominent feature that can provide insights into factors affecting primary 

production. The DCL is often located in a transitional region of the water column where, 

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ijglr
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in comparison to surface depths, light levels are lower, nutrients sometimes are more 

concentrated, and where there may be reduced grazing pressure (Klausmeier & Litchman, 

2001; Cullen, 2015; Leach et al., 2018). Transitions of several parameters important to 

algal growth coincide around the DCL, resulting in difficulty in identifying primary 

drivers of DCL structure. This has led to several hypotheses regarding DCL formation 

that is underpinned by various physical, chemical, or biological drivers, many of which 

are associated with the traits of phytoplankton in the DCL, including lake thermal 

structure, nutriclines, and photoacclimation (Cullen, 2015).  

Seasonal patterns in physical, chemical, and biological parameters are also poorly 

described in Lake Superior, including the DCL and its relation to light and temperature in 

the water column. The depth and other features of the DCL fundamentally reflect the 

response of primary producers to light, temperature, and other factors. Elevated 

concentrations of light-absorbing pigments within the DCL will affect the conversion of 

light into chemical energy in the water column. A detailed description of the seasonality 

of the DCL can also provide information on potential drivers of the formation and 

structure of the DCL. 

Warming trends in Lake Superior and the Great Lakes are well established, but how 

these will affect ecosystems, such as in the vertical structuring of phytoplankton, is still 

very uncertain. Some of the hypothesized ecological effects of warming on algal 

communities include shifts toward smaller cell sizes (Winder et al., 2009; Bramburger et 

al., 2017), other alterations to community composition (Petchey et al., 1999; Reavie et 

al., 2017), and increases in the number of nuisance algal blooms (Hallegraeff, 1993; 

Rigosi et al., 2014), including in Lake Superior (Sterner et al., 2020). Peak summer 
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surface temperature in Lake Superior is warming faster than the surrounding air 

temperature, and by this measure is the fastest-warming Laurentian Great Lake and 

among the fastest in the world (Austin & Colman, 2007; O’Reilly et al., 2015). The 

ecological impacts of a warming climate on Lake Superior are also poorly understood. 

One way to project to future warming conditions is to examine how surface temperature 

in the present covaries with parameters associated with ecosystem processes.  

Although surface temperature has not previously been used as a predictor of DCL 

structure, it is a useful and commonly measured summary variable tied to many 

biogeochemical processes of lakes, either directly or indirectly. By analyzing changes in 

DCL structure with surface temperature we may identify characteristics that vary with 

changes in lake thermal structure, as opposed to only changes with time. Such an 

approach would also allow us to use surface temperature to gain information about the 

seasonality and drivers of DCL structure that we may have otherwise missed by only 

evaluating changes over time.  

Here, we evaluate the structure of the DCL, its seasonality, and its relationship to 

physical parameters, including temperature and light, to evaluate DCL formation and 

maintenance. We hypothesize that light and thermal structure play a key role in the 

development and maintenance of the DCL in Lake Superior, as it is a low nutrient 

system, consistent with some observations in oligotrophic marine systems (Raimbault et 

al., 1993; Valenti et al., 2015). We also investigate how the vertical structure of 

chlorophyll may change in an even warmer lake. We hypothesize that there is a distinct 

restructuring of the DCL with changes in surface water temperatures, where the DCL 

thickness decreases, and the DCM chlorophyll concentration increases as surface 
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temperature increases. We also expect to see clear seasonal patterns in the formation and 

degradation of the DCL, where the DCL is most well-defined during the mid-

stratification season. The information provided in this study can aid in gaining a better 

understanding of seasonal changes in DCL structure, light, and temperature, as well as in 

better understanding the ecological implications of warming on Lake Superior and other 

oligotrophic systems.  

METHODS 

Data Sources and Collection 

 Data used were collected from 13 locations in western and central Lake Superior 

during R/V Blue Heron cruises from 2005 - 2006, 2012, and 2014 – 2015 (Figure 1). 

Water samples were taken using a rosette equipped with 12 Niskin bottles and sensors for 

pressure, dissolved oxygen, conductivity, and temperature (SeaBird SBE 911plus), in 

vivo fluorescence (IVF) (Wetlabs Wetstar WS3S), photosynthetically active radiation 

(PAR) (Biospherical QSP-200L), and beam transmission (Wetlabs CStar). Observations 

were made during day and night, but only daytime casts were used to evaluate PAR 

parameters. Water samples collected using Niskin bottles were analyzed for chlorophyll-a 

according to the Welschmeyer (1994) method using 0.2 µm cellulose nitrate filters and a 

90% acetone solution for extraction. Sites were selected out of the available data to 

capture times and locations that were positively stratified. 
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Figure 1. Location of stations where vertical profile data were collected. 

Latitude/Longitude coordinates are reported in Table S1. 

Data Analysis 

 To capture only positively stratified conditions, instances when surface 

temperature was greater than 5°C were used. Downcast CTD data were averaged over 0.1 

m depth intervals and measurements at depths less than 2 meters were excluded to 

eliminate errors from surface noise due to wave action and variable shading from the boat 

and to reduce quenching in the in vivo fluorescence (IVF) data collected by the sensor on 

the CTD. IVF data were used to identify the characteristics of the DCL because these 

data have high depth resolution. We adjusted the calibration factor for each year. The 

final IVF data had an R2 = 0.77 and a slope of 0.99 (Figure 2A) when compared with 

extracted chlorophyll data. Residuals of the extracted chlorophyll and IVF fit were 

uncorrelated with temperature or PAR; therefore, no further corrective measures were 

taken. Daytime quenching of IVF is a well-known complication (MacIntyre et al., 2002; 
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MacIntyre, Lawrenz & Richardson, 2010; Mignot et al., 2011; Escoffier et al., 2015), but 

it was not a significant feature in these data from > 2m depth. We concluded that, despite 

not having a perfect fit between these two measures, the IVF data were sufficiently 

reliable to ascertain measures pertaining to the structure of the DCL. We will hereafter 

refer to IVF as chlorophyll measurements.  

 Beam attenuation is a commonly used proxy for particulate organic carbon 

(POC), particularly for oligotrophic systems (Fennel & Boss, 2003; Behrenfeld & Boss, 

2006). We used beam attenuation as a secondary validation measure for IVF and to 

determine the location of phytoplankton biomass in the water column. The relationship 

between the depth of maximum beam attenuation and the DCM depth has fair 

correspondence with an R2 = 0.45, and error spread evenly above and below the 1:1 line, 

where the 1:1 line indicates perfect agreement between measures (Figure 2B). Profile 

plots of beam attenuation show that the depth of maximum attenuation consistently falls 

within the DCL (Figure S1). This measure supports that the IVF measures are indicative 

of increased phytoplankton, and not just increased fluorescence.  
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Figure 2. Relationship between extracted chlorophyll and corresponding corrected IVF 

measurements for CTD data (A) and the depth of the maximum beam attenuation versus 

the deep chlorophyll maximum (DCM) depth. The black line indicates the 1:1 line (B). 

 Surface water temperature, thermocline depth, and 1% PAR depth were evaluated 

as predictors of DCL structure. We calculated Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients 

and corresponding p-values for the predictors. All predictors were significantly correlated 

with each other, but the correlation coefficients were sufficiently low (0.40 to 0.58) to use 

them in multiple regression (Table S2). The depth of the thermocline was determined by 

calculating the stratification scale, defined as the thickness of the upper layer of a two-

layer system which has the same surface temperature, bottom temperature, and heat 

content as the profile (Austin & Allen, 2011). Photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) 

from daytime CTD casts was used to determine the 1% PAR depth, which was calculated 

using attenuation coefficients estimated from linear portions of ln(PAR) profiles with 

depth. The linear portions of the PAR profiles included the sloped region from the 

surface to the depth where PAR was below the instrument detection limit. This 
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calculation method was selected over the depth that surface PAR is equal to 1%, as PAR 

measurements at the surface are prone to error from shading from ships, wave action, and 

variability from cloud cover; thus, using PAR profiles provides a more robust estimate. 

Light data were not available for October, as all casts that month were taken during the 

night or dusk/dawn conditions. Dissolved oxygen concentration was converted to percent 

saturation to account for temperature and pressure using the R package rMR (Moulton, 

2018). Oxygen percent saturation profiles were analyzed for maxima within the DCL as 

an indicator of productivity in excess of respiration. Oxygen peaks found within the DCL 

have been observed in other systems and often attributed to biological activity 

(MORTIMER, 1959; Fee, 1976; Watkins et al., 2015); however, it is often the case that 

the peak in oxygen saturation is offset from a chlorophyll peak. (MORTIMER, 1959), 

and more recently (Wilkinson et al., 2015) and (Scofield et al., 2017), noted that while 

oxygen peaks may be attributable to biological activity below the thermocline, warming 

below the thermocline where there are trapped gases can also create a peak, which may 

be more likely in oligotrophic systems where light can penetrate to depths below the 

thermocline.  

 A visible IVF peak was present in all casts with surface temperatures > 5˚C. DCL 

characteristics examined were: DCL thickness, depth of the DCM, concentration at the 

DCM depth, and the DCL-integrated chlorophyll. To identify the depths of the top and 

the bottom of the DCL, we used the full width-half maximum, calculated as the depths 

above and below the maximum chlorophyll concentration in the DCM that corresponds to 

one-half of the maximum chlorophyll concentration. These estimates were visually 

validated using the 0.1 m-smoothed chlorophyll depth profiles (Figure S2). The DCL 
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thickness was calculated by taking the difference between the top and bottom depth of the 

DCL, and the DCM depth was determined by identifying the depth of the maximum 

chlorophyll concentration. In two casts, two peaks were observed, and so the larger peak 

was selected as the DCM and the width included both peaks. The integrated amount of 

chlorophyll in the DCL (µg/m2) was calculated using the R package sfsmisc (Maechler, 

2016), hereafter referred to as the DCL-integrated chlorophyll. We also calculated the 

mean depth of chlorophyll and mean percent of incident light experienced by chlorophyll 

up to a depth of 100 meters as a weighted mean where chlorophyll concentration is the 

weight in both calculations. The mean surface chlorophyll concentration was calculated 

by taking the mean chlorophyll concentration of the upper 2-10 meters, as the surface 2 

meters were excluded from the analyses.  

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for physical and biological parameters. 

Parameter N Min Max 
Mean ±  

95 % CI 

Std. 

Dev. 

Surface temperature, °C 64 7.2 20 13 ± 0.80 3.1 

Thermocline depth, m 63 5.3 42 18 ± 2.1 8.2 

1% PAR depth, m 20 10 45 23 ± 4.3 9.2 

Mean percent of incident light, % 20 1.3 22 7.0 ±2.2 4.9 

Mean surface chlorophyll 

concentration, µg/L 
64 0.33 1.0 0.62 ± 0.030 0.14 

DCM: Mean surface concentration 64 1.3 4.4 2.5 ± 0.15 0.62 

Mean depth of chlorophyll, m 64 23 53 38 ± 1.6 6.3 

DCM concentration, µg/L 64 0.64 2.6 1.5 ± 0.11 0.42 

DCL thickness, m 64 9.8 73 29 ± 2.9 11 

DCM depth, m 64 6.6 47 25 ± 2.4 9.5 

DCL integrated chlorophyll, µg/m2 64 12 50 31 ± 2.3 9.0 

 

 To evaluate differences among months, we used the non-parametric Kruskal-

Wallis Test with α=0.05. When differences were detected, we applied the Kruskal-Wallis 

multiple comparison test using the kruskalmc package in R. This method adjusts for 
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multiple comparisons to avoid Type I errors using the methods outlined in (Siegel & 

Castellan, 1988). Random-intercept linear mixed models with the station as a random 

effect were used to evaluate relationships between abiotic predictors and DCL 

characteristics. The marginal and conditional R2 was calculated for regressions with a 

random effect using the R package MuMIn (Bartoń, 2018) which employs the methods 

outlined in (Nakagawa, Johnson & Schielzeth, 2017). The marginal R2 (R2
m) 

characterizes variance in the model without the random effect, or only the fixed effects 

and the conditional R2 (R2
c) includes both random and fixed effects. We used the 

Kenward-Roger approximation to calculate p-values of regressions with a random effect 

using the R Statistical Software (CoreTeam, 2017) package pbkrtest (Halekoh & 

Højsgaard, 2014). If no random effect was present, simple or multiple linear regression 

was used. If a random effect was not significant, we concluded that the relationship was 

not statistically significant, even if the relationship was statistically significant when the 

random effect was not considered.  

RESULTS 

Seasonal patterns  

 We first characterized seasonal patterns. Site and sampling frequency in each 

month was not uniform, but data from different years and locations were evenly 

distributed in each month (Figure S3), meaning that the spread in the data was not due to 

differences among sites or years; therefore, we concluded that seasonal patterns were not 

overwhelmed by spatial and temporal variation. Physical drivers analyzed for seasonality 

included surface temperature, the temperature at the DCM depth, thermocline depth, and 

1% PAR depth (Figure 3). Surface temperatures peaked in August and then declined 
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(Figure 3A). During June and July, the temperature at the DCM depth typically ranged 

from about 4-6°C, and then increased to as high as approximately 12°C through October, 

though the variance in temperature also increased (Figure 3B). This change in 

temperature is coincident with a shallower DCL, shallower than the thermocline in some 

cases (Figure 3C). Thermocline depth followed a similar seasonal pattern as surface 

temperature, becoming shallower into August and then deepening through October 

(Figure 3C). The 1% PAR depth was highly variable within and among months (Figure 

3D), and as the stratified season progressed, attenuation increased so the depth of 1% 

light became shallower. The percent of incident light at the DCM depth typically ranged 

from near 1% to 3%, except for one instance where the percent of incident light reached 

approximately 12.5% (Figure S4). 

The DCL also exhibited seasonal patterns in its development and subsequent 

degradation over time. The DCM depth became shallower throughout the season (Figure 

3E) and the DCM concentration increased into August and then remained relatively 

stable through October (Figure 3F). From the early to mid-stratified season, the DCM 

depth was below the thermocline until September when they overlapped, and then the 

thermocline depth was below the DCM depth in October, in general. The DCL thickness 

was greatest in early summer and quickly narrowed as the season progressed (Figure 3G). 

The amount of chlorophyll in the DCL made up 21 to 85% of the total integrated 

chlorophyll of the entire water column but did not show obvious seasonal trends (Figure 

3H).  

Other biological parameters described for the summer months included mean 

surface chlorophyll concentration, the ratio of DCM concentration to mean surface 
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concentration, and the mean depth of chlorophyll in the water column up to a depth of 

100 meters. The mean depth of chlorophyll became increasingly shallower throughout the 

stratified season (Figure 3I), which co-occurred with a shallower DCL. Mean surface 

chlorophyll concentration remained relatively constant apart from June, which had lower 

concentrations overall (Figure 3J). The ratio of the DCM concentration to mean surface 

concentration increased from June to August and then remained relatively constant 

through October, reflecting the increase in the DCM concentration throughout the season 

(Figure 3K). The results of the Kruskal-Wallis test showed that there were significant 

differences (p<0.05) among months for all parameters except for 1% PAR depth and 

DCL integrated chlorophyll (Table S3), but specific differences among months depended 

on the parameter.  
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Figure 3. Boxplots of the distribution of biotic and abiotic parameters in each month. The 

central box line indicates the median, the upper and lower box hinges correspond to the 

75% and 25% quartiles, respectively, and the whiskers correspond to 1.5 times the 

interquartile range. Black dots indicate sample points. 
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Relations of light and thermal structure with surface temperature  

In addition to assessing changes with time, we also evaluated changes with 

surface water temperature. Light attenuation increased with increasing surface water 

temperature so that the depth of 1% light level became shallower (Figure 4A) as surface 

water temperature increased. We further summarized the intrinsic light environment 

associated with the entire water column chlorophyll (factoring out the time of day or 

seasonal differences in incident light supply) by calculating the mean percent of incident 

light in the water column weighted by chlorophyll concentration, or an indication of the 

mean light experienced by a unit chlorophyll. The mean percent of incident light 

experienced by a unit of chlorophyll decreased with surface water temperature (Figure 

4B) due to an increase in light attenuation in the water column in conjunction with a 

narrowing of the DCL. There were no changes in thermocline depth with increasing 

surface temperature, but as mentioned above, the seasonal changes in thermocline depth 

are coincident with surface temperature patterns. There were no observable relationships 

for the mean surface chlorophyll concentration, ratio of DCM concentration to mean 

surface concentration, and mean depth of chlorophyll with surface water temperature. 
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Figure 4. The 1% PAR depth and mean percent of light experienced by chlorophyll as a 

function of surface temperature. 

Relationships between DCL structure and abiotic predictors  

We evaluated relationships between surface temperature (Figure 5), thermocline 

depth (Figure S5), and 1% PAR depth (Figure S6) versus DCL thickness, DCM depth, 

DCM concentration, and DCL integrated chlorophyll using single predictor models and 

multiple regressions. A statistically significant decreasing trend was found for DCL 

thickness with surface temperature (R2 = 0.51) and an increasing relationship for DCL 

thickness with thermocline depth (R2 = 0.36) and 1% PAR depth (R2 = 0.30). Significant 

positive and negative relationships were found between DCM concentration and surface 

temperature (R2 = 0.26) and 1% PAR depth (R2 = 0.75), respectively. Evaluation of 

leverage in the models indicated that the 1% PAR depth regressions are being leveraged 

by two data points where the 1% PAR depth is greater than 40 meters. Removing the 

leveraging points resulted in the 1% PAR depth no longer being a significant predictor of 

any DCL characteristics (Figure S7).  
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 Surface temperature explained the most variance in DCL characteristics of the 

single predictor regressions (Error! Reference source not found.). Surface temperature 

explained the most variance in DCL thickness, followed by thermocline depth. The 1% 

PAR depth significantly explained the most variance in DCM concentration when using 

all data; however, when leverage points are excluded from the model, it was not 

significant, resulting in surface temperature being the best predictor of DCM 

concentration. Thermocline depth was the only significant predictor of the DCM depth 

and DCL integrated chlorophyll, but the amount of variance explained was negligible in 

both cases, and when the random effects were included the regression was no longer 

significant for the DCM depth. Station did have a random effect on all the single-

predictor models except for all DCM depth and DCL integrated chlorophyll, as well as 

DCL thickness versus 1% PAR depth. Summarizing, surface temperature was the top 

predictor of DCL thickness and DCM concentration, while DCM depth and DCL 

integrated chlorophyll was not predicted well by surface temperature, thermocline depth, 

or 1% PAR depth.  

All multiple regression predictors were non-significant, with exception of 1% 

PAR depth when 1% PAR depth and thermocline depth were both used to predict the 

DCM depth; however, as mentioned previously, we are not confident in models utilizing 

the full 1% PAR depth dataset due to leveraging (Table S4). No random effects were 

present in the multiple predictor models for the DCL integrated chlorophyll response, 

DCL thickness versus 1% PAR depth and thermocline depth, and DCL thickness versus 

surface temperature, thermocline depth, and 1% PAR depth.  
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Table 2. Summary statistics for surface water temperature (Ts), thermocline depth (zt), 

and 1% PAR depth (z1%) single predictor linear models including marginal (R2
m, pm) and 

conditional (R2
c, pc) R

2 and p-values. Models with no entry for conditional values had no 

random effect present. Bolded p-values are significant for α = 0.05.  

Predictor Response Slope R2
m pm R2

c pc 

Ts, °C 

N = 64 

DCL thickness, m -1.5 0.16 <0.001 0.51 <0.001 

DCM concentration, µg/L 0.040 0.10 0.01 0.26 0.007 

DCM depth, m -0.016 0.00 0.7 0.40 0.9 

DCL integrated chlorophyll, 

µg/m2 -0.51 0.015 0.17 - - 

zt, m 

N = 63 

DCL thickness, m 0.39 0.070 0.003 0.36 0.02 

DCM concentration, µg/L 
-

0.0060 
0.014 0.26 0.080 0.3 

DCM depth, m 0.17 0.020 0.03 0.33 0.2 

DCL integrated chlorophyll, 

µg/m2 
0.29 0.050 0.04 - - 

z1%, m 

N = 20 

DCL thickness, m 0.55 0.30 0.01 - - 

DCM concentration, µg/L -0.022 0.36 0.004 0.75 0.004 

DCM depth, m 0.23 0.060 0.04 0.72 0.2 

DCL integrated chlorophyll, 

µg/m2 
0.083 0.00 0.7 - - 
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Figure 5. Deep chlorophyll layer (DCL) characteristics as a function of surface 

temperature. The line represents the mixed-effects model. 

Dissolved oxygen in the DCL 

Dissolved oxygen saturation profiles were examined for evidence of relatively 

high primary production in the DCL. Data were available for 50 CTD casts. In 

approximately half of the CTD casts there were distinct oxygen peaks within the DCL 

(Figure 6A, B) and several more showed small increases, but there were still some that 

had no change with depth (all profiles provided in Supp. Figure S8). There were no 

relationships between instances where there was an oxygen peak in the DCL and month, 

year, or location. We also evaluated relationships between the depth of the oxygen 

saturation peak and abiotic predictors and found there was a significant relationship with 

thermocline depth (R2 = 0.66), where the depth of the saturation peak was typically below 

the thermocline (Figure 6C). This could be attributed to either photosynthesis rates 
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exceeding respiration rates below the thermocline, or warming of cold, oxygen-rich 

waters at depths below the thermocline. Without direct measurements, we cannot 

determine whether one or both processes are contributing to the oxygen peaks we 

observed in our dataset.  

 

Figure 6. A subset of dissolved oxygen saturation profiles with depth showing increased 

oxygen in the deep chlorophyll layer (DCL). Dashed lines indicate the top, bottom, and 

peak of the corresponding DCL. Panel A and B are for Sta_9 in August 2014 and Sta_8 

in September 2015, respectively. Relationship between the depth of maximum oxygen 

saturation and thermocline depth (Panel C). The 1:1 reference line demonstrates that the 

maximum saturation depth is typically below the thermocline depth. 
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DISCUSSION 

 Despite DCLs being prevalent in stratified water columns of many marine and 

freshwater systems and there being a range of hypotheses about their formation and 

maintenance (Cullen, 2015), we still have difficulty predicting which processes are likely 

key drivers of DCLs in various systems. Previous work on DCLs in Lake Superior has 

only described some aspects of DCL structure (i.e. depth or magnitude) and there have 

been few attempts to relate DCL characteristics to specific drivers (Barbiero & Tuchman, 

2004; White & Matsumoto, 2012). This work is the first attempt to use statistical models 

to test how physical drivers affect DCL structure in Lake Superior, and the second for all 

the Great Lakes (Scofield et al., 2017), as well as provide an in-depth description of 

seasonal patterns in the DCL and other parameters in the lake. Relationships revealed in 

this study offer a look at possible changes in DCL structure resulting from climate 

change. Although the sites used in this study are concentrated in the western and central 

basins, others have found that DCL development was consistent across the entire lake 

(Barbiero, Little & Tuchman, 2001). The findings reported here can be used to compare 

differences in drivers among the other Great Lakes and draw connections between 

oligotrophic systems, in addition to providing insights to the impacts of climate change 

on productivity in cold, oligotrophic lakes in northern latitudes.  

Seasonal Patterns 

We evaluated changes in the biotic and abiotic environment with surface 

temperature and as seasons change. We chose to analyze the data using these two 

different approaches because processes that vary with season, or time, are often 

decoupled from surface temperature. Other parameters beyond temperature vary 
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seasonally and may contribute to patterns in primary production or primary producers. 

For example, herbivorous cladocerans build up steadily through the growing season in 

western Lake Superior, even after temperatures begin to cool (Pawlowski, Branstrator & 

Hrabik, 2018), which could be relevant to changes in DCL structure, but is not directly 

tied to surface water temperature in that it continues to decrease even during surface layer 

cooling at the end of the stratified season. Similarly, the phytoplankton community 

composition in the Great Lakes in July is often very different than the community 

observed in October, despite the surface temperature in those months being similar 

(Munawar & Munawar, 1986). Thus, if we were to assume typical patterns that are 

observed in other freshwater systems and evaluate our data only by season or surface 

temperature, we may overlook important seasonal variations in DCL structure and ties 

with physical parameters.  

There are a limited number of studies that explicitly describe seasonal patterns in 

DCL structure in the Great Lakes (Fee, 1976; Munawar & Munawar, 1978, 1986; Abbott 

et al., 1984; Auer & Bub, 2004; Scofield et al., 2017). It is still not understood why there 

are differences in seasonal patterns and mechanisms that generate DCLs among systems, 

but as we accumulate individual cases, it may become clearer what accounts for this 

variability across lakes. We observed clear seasonal patterns in the development of the 

DCL and its subsequent degradation, where the depth of DCM became shallower, the 

DCM concentration increased, and the DCL thickness decreased throughout the season. 

As the season progressed, the DCM moved up in the water column and the DCL became 

narrower, but the decrease in thickness was mainly driven by the thicker DCL in June and 

those samples are mostly from 2012, which was a warmer than average year. Our 
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observations of DCM depth contrast with those reported in (Auer & Bub, 2004) for Lake 

Superior, where the DCM was deeper as the season progressed. In Lake Ontario (Scofield 

et al., 2017) and Lake Tahoe (Abbott et al., 1984) the depth of the DCM also deepened as 

the season progressed. These differences in seasonal patterns may indicate that relevant 

parameters change according to individual lake processes. 

The DCM chlorophyll concentration increased throughout the season while mean 

surface chlorophyll concentration remained relatively constant. Throughout the summer 

the DCM concentration increased to approximately 2 to 3 times mean surface 

concentrations, with considerable variation. These magnitudes are comparable to others 

measured in the Great Lakes (Scofield et al., 2017) and in Lake Superior (Watson, 

Thomson & Elder, 1975; Fahnenstiel & Glime, 1983; Auer & Bub, 2004), but 

approximately half the magnitude observed in marine systems where DCL chlorophyll 

can be 5 to 6 times higher than surface concentrations (Raimbault et al., 1993; Weston et 

al., 2005). This pattern occurs alongside rising surface water temperatures from June to 

August, but then as surface temperature drops, the DCM concentration plateaus, similar 

to what is observed in the seasonal progression of the DCM depth. It should be noted that 

our calculation of mean surface chlorophyll excludes the upper 2 meters; however, the 

offshore epilimnetic chlorophyll concentration in Lake Superior is typically less than 1 

µg/L (Sterner, 2010) and not highly variable, therefore the average is not likely affected 

by removing those data. The position of the DCM in the water column may also explain 

patterns in the DCM concentration. From August to October, the temperature at the DCM 

depth increases, corresponding to a shallower DCM in warmer waters, which could 

increase the growth of phytoplankton in the DCM. The importance of the role of 
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temperature at depth for DCM concentration is further supported by a lack of increase in 

light at the DCM as it becomes shallower throughout the season, as the percent of 

incident light at the DCM depth is typically approximately 1-3%. 

Patterns with temperature 

Despite its size, Lake Superior is one of the fastest-warming lakes in the world by 

peak summer surface temperature (O’Reilly et al., 2015). While the warming trend is 

well established, there is little to no understanding of its ecological implications. Lake 

Superior is an oligotrophic system, and the DCL may be an important source of 

productivity to the lake. Although productivity was not measured in this study, beam 

attenuation data often confirm that there is a POC peak within the DCL, meaning that this 

is a region of the water column that has higher biomass, and potentially productivity. It is 

unlikely that the relationship between surface temperature and DCL structure is the result 

of direct biophysical coupling, but is likely a consequence of other factors that also vary 

with surface temperature. Nonetheless, surface temperature is useful in predicting 

changes in DCL structure, as it provides an indicator variable for other changes in the 

biotic and abiotic environment. This approach allows us to determine how light and 

thermal structure parameters vary with surface temperature and provide insights into how 

the structure of the DCL may change in a warmer lake.  

We identified surface temperature as an important predictor of DCL thickness and 

DCM concentration. Our data show that there is a decrease in DCL thickness and an 

increase in DCM concentration as surface temperature increases. Higher DCM 

concentrations were also observed in Lake Superior by (Barbiero & Tuchman, 2004) in 

warmer years. This could indicate increased photosynthetic activity in the DCL due to 
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warmer temperatures, especially in a cold, oligotrophic lake such as Superior, where 

small increases in temperature could have a large impact on productivity.  

We also observed a greater attenuation of light and shallower 1% PAR depth at 

warmer surface temperatures. Several studies indicate that warmer temperatures favor 

smaller cell sizes in phytoplankton (Winder et al., 2009; Yvon-Durocher et al., 2011; 

Rasconi et al., 2015). While we did not see any changes in mean surface chlorophyll 

throughout the stratified season (Figure 3J), smaller cell size would increase the 

scattering of light and thus, increase light extinction. If water temperatures in Lake 

Superior continue to warm, we may see a sustained decrease in light availability, 

complicating the interpretation of the effects of warming on the DCL and overall 

productivity.  

Potential Drivers of DCL Structure  

We did not find significant relationships between any abiotic predictors and DCM 

depth using mixed-effects models. DCM depth appeared to decrease with increasing 

thermocline depth up to a depth of approximately 25 m (Figure S5), but a larger dataset 

with a wider range of depths is needed to confirm whether this is a reliable relationship. 

The shallower DCM depths were also coincident with shallower 1% PAR depths, 

indicating that the depth of the DCM may be driven, at least in part, by light; however, 

phytoplankton also influences the light environment through scattering and absorption, 

which could mean that the shallower 1 % PAR depths may be the result of the feedback 

between phytoplankton and light. As mentioned above, light has also been implicated as 

an important driver of DCM depth in oligotrophic, marine systems (Mignot et al., 2014). 

Light in our dataset at the DCM was typically near the 1% threshold. (Watson et al., 
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1975) also observed approximately 1% incident light near the DCL and concluded that 

light was not sufficient to support in situ growth, but (Barbiero & Tuchman, 2004) found 

that light was often higher than 1%, ranging from 3.3 to 7.1% on average, and concluded 

that in situ production was probably occurring. Our estimates of light for the depth of the 

maxima only range from approximately 1-3%, but observations of beam attenuation data 

show a peak within the DCL, indicating that a biomass peak is present, which could also 

mean this is an area of production in the water column. The average thickness of the DCL 

is 29 m, meaning that the upper portion of the DCL can be much shallower than the depth 

of the peak; therefore, the upper part of the DCL may be exposed to much higher light 

levels than those measured at the depth of the maxima, resulting in increased productivity 

near the top of the DCL. This would be consistent with productivity measurements 

reported in (Sterner, 2010), which indicates that there is some productivity occurring near 

the top of the DCL, where light exposure is greatest. It should be noted though, that 

productivity was still higher in the epilimnion.  

 To summarize, the DCL is a persistent feature in all the Great Lakes, including 

Lake Superior. Chlorophyll and beam attenuation profiles confirm that the DCL is an 

area of elevated biomass, and not just a peak in chlorophyll concentration due to 

photoacclimation. These findings provide the first in-depth description of seasonal 

patterns in DCL structure in Lake Superior and suggest important ecological effects 

resulting from climate change. Surface temperature was the best predictor of DCL 

thickness and DCM concentration, and warmer surface temperatures were connected to 

reduced DCL thickness and DCM concentration. These relationships indicate that in a 
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warmer lake, there may be a restructuring of the DCL which could have implications for 

productivity as Lake Superior continues to warm. 
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Chapter 2: Fluvial seeding of cyanobacterial blooms in oligotrophic Lake 

Superior 
 

Reinl, K. L., R. W. Sterner, B. M. Lafrancois, and S. Brovold. 2020. Fluvial seeding of 

cyanobacterial blooms in oligotrophic Lake Superior. Harmful Algae 100: 101941. 

doi:https://doi.org/10.1016/j.hal.2020.101941 

The final publication is available at www.elsevier.com/locate/hal 

INTRODUCTION 

Cyanobacterial blooms are a major threat to the beneficial use of marine and 

freshwater ecosystems globally. Along with the rise in the spatial and temporal extent of 

nuisance cyanobacterial blooms (Taranu et al., 2015; Huisman et al., 2018), there has 

also been a rise in the number of blooms that are toxic (Anderson, 1989; Sukenik, 

Quesada & Salmaso, 2015), posing a significant threat to public health. It is widely 

recognized that cyanobacterial blooms occur in four of the five Laurentian Great Lakes 

(LGL); however, less well known is that localized surface blooms of Dolichospermum 

lemmermannii (formerly known as Anabaena lemmermannii (Wacklin, Hoffmann & 

Komárek, 2009)) have been observed along the southern shore of the western arm in 

oligotrophic Lake Superior. In 2012 and 2016-2018, cyanobacterial blooms were detected 

in the nearshore with varying size and duration, most of which were very localized and 

dissipated quickly, but in 2018 the bloom persisted for approximately one week in early 

August and extended approximately 100 km alongshore from Duluth to the Apostle 

Islands region and 3 km offshore with the highest densities being observed at the 

shoreline (Sterner et al., 2020).  

Blooms of cyanobacteria are often associated with increased loading of nutrients, 

particularly phosphorus (Schindler, 1975; Steinberg & Hartman, 1988; Lürling et al., 

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/hal
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2018); however, Lake Superior is a cold oligotrophic system that is low in phosphorus 

(Sterner, 2010). The watershed in the region where algal blooms have been observed in 

Lake Superior is primarily forested, but even small differences in land cover and position 

influence nearshore water quality (Yurista, Kelly & Miller, 2011). The western arm has 

become increasingly subject to extreme precipitation events delivering large amounts of 

sediment and nutrients to the nearshore (Cooney et al., 2018). Two 500-1000 year rainfall 

events that created unusually high runoff from the south shore of Lake Superior in 2012 

and 2018 (Cooney et al., 2018; Sterner et al., 2020) were followed by cyanobacterial 

blooms varying in size and duration with a lag of 25 days in 2012 and 53 days in 2018. 

Small blooms have also occurred in 2016 and 2017 without such major rain events. 

Extreme storms provide large fluxes of nutrients and organic material to the lake (Kling 

et al., 2000; Minor et al., 2014; Cooney et al., 2018). Cyanobacterial blooms are also 

generally associated with higher water temperatures (Paerl & Huisman, 2008), and Lake 

Superior has been warming at the fastest rate of the LGL by maximum summer surface 

temperature (Austin & Colman, 2007), which may be contributing to the emergence of 

cyanobacterial blooms (Sterner et al., 2020). As summer epilimnetic temperatures 

increase, conditions can favor cyanobacteria and result in subsequent blooms (Konopka 

& Brock, 1978; Robarts & Zohary, 1987; Paerl & Huisman, 2009; Kosten et al., 2012). 

Despite being episodic and relatively small in spatial scale, algal blooms in Lake Superior 

have generated public concern due to their unprecedented nature and their potential 

impacts on public health, aesthetics, and the local tourism economy. 

Coastal regions of both marine and freshwater systems can be breeding grounds 

for cyanobacterial blooms (Cloern, 1996; Cloern & Jassby, 2008, 2010). Coastal regions 
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are transitional areas that are significantly influenced by watershed inputs as well as 

exchange with offshore waters (Cloern, 1996; Howell, Chomicki & Kaltenecker, 2012). 

Thus, consideration of the surrounding landscape is critical to understanding bloom 

development in coastal areas (Kratz et al., 1997). 

Rivers are often recognized as sources of nutrients for algal growth in lakes, but 

seldom are inflowing waters considered as sources of living cells that initiate blooms. 

The riverine input of propagules to receiving lakes is referred to as “fluvial seeding” and 

the importance of such seeding is referred to as the algal loading hypothesis (ALH) 

(Conroy, 2007; Loftin et al., 2016). Discussion of the ALH so far is a relatively 

unexplored question (Conroy et al., 2017). Nearly all of the work done regarding this 

hypothesis has been in Lake Erie and its watershed, despite any evidence that this process 

is unique to that system (Bridgeman et al., 2012; Kutovaya et al., 2012b; Conroy et al., 

2014; Davis et al., 2014). (Conroy et al., 2014) conducted a study evaluating major 

tributary inputs as sources of seed populations of cyanobacteria propagules to the Lake 

Erie blooms and found elevated concentrations of Microcystis in the rivers and observed 

visible riverine blooms, concluding that the rivers were playing a key role in the delivery 

of seed populations and bloom material to Lake Erie. In contrast, studies using DNA 

fingerprinting techniques have found that the cyanobacterial bloom communities found in 

the lake are not very similar to those sampled in the tributaries (Kutovaya et al., 2012b; 

Chaffin et al., 2014). This disagreement in findings in Lake Erie demonstrates the lack of 

knowledge regarding fluvial seeding and illustrates the need for further research in this 

area. Answers to these questions are critical in effectively addressing current and future 

threats of cyanobacterial blooms in coastal waters.  
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In this work, we investigate the two-part question, “What are the sources of 

propagules leading to cyanobacterial blooms in Lake Superior, and are there identifiable 

characteristics among the locations that are the most likely potential sources? We 

hypothesize first that the watershed is an important source of cyanobacteria to Lake 

Superior. Second, we hypothesize that cyanobacterial growth will be highest in samples 

from locations with warm temperatures and low N:P ratios, as these conditions have been 

shown to be favorable to growth of Dolichospermum species, and thus are more likely to 

support a cyanobacterial population capable of initiating blooms (Downing, Watson & 

McCauley, 2001; Paerl & Huisman, 2008). With these foci, we explore how land-lake 

interactions relate to the emergence of cyanobacterial blooms in Lake Superior and 

provide insights into mechanisms responsible for their appearance.  

METHODS 

Laboratory experiments were conducted in the summer of 2017 and 2018 to 

identify potential sources of cyanobacterial blooms in western Lake Superior and to 

identify common characteristics of potential upstream sources. The 2017 experiment 

aimed to identify the major habitat types that are sources of cyanobacteria and determine 

whether Lake Superior blooms likely originate in the lake or were initiated in 

waterbodies further inland (Figure 7). The 2018 experiment was informed by results from 

the 2017 experiments and examined 26 specific inland locations as potential sources of 

blooms. The 2018 experiments also identified characteristics of sites with higher potential 

for cyanobacterial growth (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. Map of study sites. Sites from 2017 are shown in red with shapes denoting the 

zone, and 2018 sites are shown in black with shapes denoting the waterbody type. Stream 

systems associated with 2018 sites are also shown. A yellow diamond denotes the 

location of the Mawikwe Bay (MB) field sampling site.  

Experiments were designed to assess the propensity of a biological community 

from a given location to develop into a cyanobacterial bloom over ecologically realistic 

time scales. Inocula were brought into the lab and incubated in a wide range of nutrient 

and temperature conditions capable of supporting cyanobacteria. The abundance of major 

algal groups was recorded over time. This experimental approach was chosen because if a 

viable cyanobacterial population was present, we would likely observe growth during the 

experimental time frame. We concluded that inocula that did not develop blooms under 

bloom-promoting conditions within the experimental period were unlikely to be the 

source of bloom propagules in situ. 
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Sample Collection and pre-processing 

We defined three “zones” or habitat types during the 2017 experiments: 1) Lake 

Superior near the Apostle Islands (‘Lake’), 2) inflowing rivers (‘River’), and 3) the 

Duluth-Superior harbor (‘Harbor’). Each of these three zones was comprised of two 

nearby locations: ‘Lake’ included two nearshore (max depth = 5-10m) locations in Lake 

Superior, ‘River’ included the Bois Brule and Siskiwit Rivers, and ‘Harbor’ included 

Wisconsin Point and Superior Bay (Figure 7). Water samples that were collected in each 

zone during the 2017 experiments were composited to increase the chances of collecting 

viable cyanobacterial propagules. Chemical analyses were conducted on the composited 

water samples. Habitat types were defined differently in 2018.  The 26 sites studied in 

2018 included 2 coastal waters (characterized by influence from both inland 

rivers/streams and Lake Superior) (‘Coastal’), 11 upland lakes/ponds (‘Lake/Pond’), and 

13 rivers (‘River’), and were selected for their accessibility and connectivity to Lake 

Superior.  

Water, net tows, and sediment were collected from each location to be used as an 

inoculant in the laboratory experiments. Whole surface water was collected using a clean, 

acid washed carboy and filtered through a 150 µm mesh to remove large debris. 

Horizontal surface net tows were collected with an 80-µm mesh plankton net, and surface 

sediment was collected via grab sample using a 50 ml centrifuge tube or first collected 

using a PONAR at deeper sites and then transferred to the centrifuge tube. Net tows were 

used to provide an additional concentrated inoculant. Supernatant from sediment samples 

that had been allowed to settle for 1 minute after agitation was added to capture 
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vegetative cells or akinetes that were in the sediment. Filtered water samples, net tows, 

and supernatant pipetted from sediment samples from each zone were composited with 

their respective sample and used as an inoculant. The amount of each sample type in the 

inoculant was 500 ml water, 17 ml net tows, and 2 ml sediment supernatant in 2017, and 

200 ml of water, 30 ml of net tow, and 10 ml of sediment supernatant in 2018. 

Temperature and conductivity were also measured from all sampling sites in July and 

August in 2018. Electrical conductivity (EC) was measured using an UBANTE™ total 

dissolved solids (TDS) meter in parts per million (ppm). The TDS data was converted to 

EC in mS/cm and then normalized to 25˚C (EC25) to account for temperature effects 

using Eq (1) (Atkins & de Paula, 2006), where T is the temperature in °C. 

Eq (1) EC25 = EC /(0.889⋅10A/B), where  

A = 1.37023 (T – 20) + 8.36·10-4 (T – 20)2 

B = 109 + T  

Chemical Analyses  

Water chemistry for 2017 was analyzed for composited water samples from each 

zone (3 zones) and 2018 samples were analyzed for individual sites (26 sites). Particulate 

fractions of carbon (POC) and nitrogen (PON) were collected on 25mm pre-ashed GF/F 

filters and particulate phosphorus (PP) was collected on 25mm pre-ashed, acid-rinsed 

GF/F filters. POC and PON filters were then dried at 60˚C until analysis on a Costech 

Elemental Analyzer. Chlorophyll-a (chl-a) samples were filtered using 25mm 0.2 µm 

cellulose nitrate filters and frozen in the dark until analyzed according to (Welschmeyer, 
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1994) on a Turner Design 10-AU fluorometer after extraction in 90% acetone for 20-22 

hours in the dark at 4 ˚C. Total dissolved phosphorus (TDP), soluble reactive phosphorus 

(SRP), dissolved organic carbon (DOC), ammonia (NH3), and soluble reactive silica (Si) 

samples were filtered through 0.22-µm filters, and frozen until analyzed, except for DOC 

which was acidified to pH of 2. Total phosphorus (TP) and nitrate (NO3
-), were collected 

as whole-water samples and then frozen for preservation. PP, TP, and TDP samples were 

digested using potassium persulfate (modification of EPA method 365.1) and then 

analyzed on a SEAL AQ400. SRP samples were analyzed on a SEAL AQ400 on the 

undigested sample (EPA method 365.1, and Murphy & Riley, 1962)). NO3
- and Si were 

analyzed according to EPA method 353.2 and Standard Methods 4500-SiO2, respectively, 

and also processed on a SEAL AQ400. DOC and TDN were analyzed using a Shimadzu 

TOC-Vcsh and a TNM-1 module. NH3 was analyzed according to (Taylor et al., 2007), 

modified from (Holmes et al., 1999), except for samples that exceeded the upper limit for 

those methods, in which case they were analyzed on the SEAL AQ400 using EPA 

method 350.1. Total nitrogen (TN) and was calculated as the sum of TDN and PON, and 

total organic carbon (TOC) was calculated as the sum of DOC and POC.  

Laboratory Conditions 

In 2017, cultures were exposed to high and low nitrogen:phosphorus (TN:TP) 

nutrient conditions (high: 50:1, low:1.5:1) (all ratios are molar), and three temperatures 

(15, 20, and 25°C). This broad set of conditions was chosen to ensure we would observe 

cyanobacterial growth and to take a coarse look at ideal conditions because the species of 

cyanobacteria observed in Lake Superior blooms has been observed in both cold, 
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oligotrophic and warm, eutrophic waters. Cultures were run in triplicate for a total of 54 

samples (3 locations x 2 N:P x 3 temperatures x 3 replicates). Cultures were incubated in 

1-L polycarbonate bottles (previously acid-washed), continuously bubbled slowly with 

room air, and exposed to approximately 250 µmol photons/m2/s for 24 hours per day for 

21 days. However, the 15°C incubator failed 3 days before the scheduled end of the 

experiment, and the last growth measurement was taken 3 days prior to that; therefore, no 

data were used for the 15˚C treatment in the final 6 days of the experiment, including 

samples for taxonomic identification. The experiment began with 100% environmental 

sample (500 ml water, 17 ml net tows, and 2 ml sediment supernatant) and then was run 

as a semi-continuous culture, with 150 ml of the sample volume being exchanged for new 

sterile media every other day, after thoroughly swirling the flasks. Culture flasks were 

exchanged to discourage wall growth when visible. Cultures were preserved using 

Lugol’s fixing solution (Wetzel & Likens, 2000) and were examined for phytoplankton 

identification and counts (cells and colony units) by the Wisconsin State Lab of Health 

and Hygiene, Madison, WI. Filtered and acetone-extracted chl-a concentration was also 

measured in each culture at the end of the experiment.  

In 2018, cultures were incubated under the same conditions as in 2017 with the 

following modifications. In 2018 only the low N:P and 25°C conditions were used, as 

they proved to be the best conditions for cyanobacterial growth in the previous year’s 

experiment. Cultures were also run as batches, duplicates were used instead of triplicates 

due to space limitations, and the experiment was run for 10 days. Each bottle received 

700 ml of low N:P medium and was inoculated with 200 ml of water, 30 ml of net tow, 

and 10 ml of sediment supernatant. In 2018, a subset of 14 samples from sites with the 
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highest cyanobacteria biomass, as measured by the PHYTO-PAM (Walz, 2003), were 

examined for identification and counts due to cost limitations.  

Growth Media 

The medium used in these experiments was originally designed for an experiment 

aimed at evaluating competition in natural algal communities in western Lake Superior, 

western Lake Erie, and Lake Huron, but here we only report its use in experimental work 

for Lake Superior. The Average Laurentian Great Lakes (A-LGL) Medium (Table S1) 

was developed for this work based on WC (Guillard, 1975), COMBO (Kilham et al., 

1998), SuFr (Twiss et al., 2004), and HH-COMBO (Baer & Goulden, 1998)  media, as 

well as major ion concentrations in the Laurentian Great Lakes (LGL) (Chapra, Dove & 

Warren, 2012). Table S2 shows the total concentration of major ions in several media and 

LGLs. Each of the media were compared to LGL major ion concentrations and used to 

create a new media recipe, optimized for meeting LGL averages.  

Growth Measurements 

Due to the large number of measurements necessary, a PHYTO-PAM (Walz, 

GmbH) was used to monitor growth along with Phyto-Win software (V 1.45) and an 

emission detector (ED) unit. The PHYTO-PAM employs multi-spectral fluorescence 

techniques to differentiate between “blue-green”, “green”, and “brown” algal groups 

which generally correspond to cyanobacteria, chlorophytes, and diatoms, respectively. 

High-frequency pulses of light are emitted and the excitation of chlorophylls at different 

wavelengths is measured to separate algal groups. This measurement has proven to 
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provide reliable information on the abundance of major groups, provided certain 

precautions are taken and samples are validated (Walz, 2003; Lürling & Roessink, 2006; 

Lürling et al., 2013, 2018). To measure growth in our samples, each bottle was 

subsampled and left in the dark for approximately 30 minutes to be dark-adapted, and all 

PHYTO-PAM measurements were taken in the dark. Each sample was pipetted into a 

clean cuvette and placed in the ED unit. The gain was adjusted for each sample, and the 

amount of chlorophyll in each algal group was measured using chlorophyll measuring 

frequency (Chl (MF)) mode with a measuring frequency of 32.  

The PHYTO-PAM, like virtually all measures of chlorophyll, is imperfect. 

Measurements rely on proper reference values, which can prove complicated when 

dealing with natural samples with unknown community composition. To combat this 

uncertainty, we took the following steps. First, we validated measurements on the 

PHYTO-PAM using pure cultures of Microcystis, Ankistrodesmus, and Cyclotella, to 

confirm that the PHYTO-PAM was correctly identifying “blue-green”, “green”, and 

“brown” algal groups, respectively (Figure S1). We also preserved samples at the end of 

each experiment for identification. Finally, we treated PHYTO-PAM measurements as a 

relative measure, meaning that we did not interpret absolute values, but instead evaluated 

relative changes over time (growth). Though the PHYTO-PAM should not be relied on to 

give precise biomass estimates, it can provide useful information on the abundances of 

major algal groups (Lürling et al., 2013, 2018).  
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 Data Analysis 

 A 3-way MANOVA was used to test for differences in the response of 

cyanobacterial growth in the 2017 experiments. Each treatment was a different factor 

(temperature, zone, and N:P) and the response variables were growth rates of the blue-

green, green, and brown algal groups. Because the last 15˚C treatment measurements 

were taken 6 days before the end of the experiment, only the measurements up to day 13 

were used to calculate growth rates for the 15˚C treatment. Growth rates were calculated 

as the slope of the natural log of PHYTO-PAM measurements over time. Growth rates 

were calculated for the full duration of the experiment for all treatments as well as up to 

day 13 to determine if there were differences in results under the two windows of time 

and none were found. We also tested for differences among treatments using taxonomic 

observations of the relative abundance of D. lemmermannii by applying the non-

parametric Kruskal-Wallis and Kruskal-Wallis multiple comparisons (adjusted to avoid 

type I errors, Siegel & Castellan, 1988) tests using the stats and pgirmess packages in R 

(CoreTeam, 2017), respectively.  

Due to the spatial nature of the 2018 data, we tested for spatial autocorrelation in 

site characteristics and experimentally derived growth rates by calculating Moran’s I 

(Moran, 1950) using the inverse distance squared method in ArcMAP (V 10.4.1). 

Moran’s I test for the tendency of units to be similar to its neighbors by calculating a 

correlation coefficient ranging from -1 to 1, where values near 1, 0, and -1, are clustered, 

random, or dispersed, respectively. We found that only one response variable showed 

minor spatial autocorrelation, but many of the potential predictors were autocorrelated as 
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clusters. We conducted a visual assessment of semivariograms with varied correlation 

structures to assess the severity of autocorrelation and concluded that corrective measures 

were not required. We applied paired two-sided t-tests to test for differences in site 

characteristics and growth rate between months, and one-way ANOVAs to test for 

differences among waterbody types. If differences were found from the ANOVA test, the 

Tukey HSD test was applied to identify which groups were different. These tests were 

performed using the stats package in R (CoreTeam, 2017). Four parameters (PP, NH3, 

N:P, and chl-a) did not meet ANOVA criteria for equal variance, so the non-parametric 

Kruskal-Wallis and Kruskal-Wallis multiple comparison tests were applied to those 

parameters to test for differences among waterbody types. 

To identify relationships between growth rates and site characteristics we applied 

a model selection approach using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). Simple linear 

regressions were used initially to determine which parameters should be included in the 

selection process, and multiple linear regressions were used for model selection. One 

outlier was removed from the blue-green growth rate data to evaluate regression models, 

and the mean growth rate from July and August experiments was used in the analyses. 

Non-normally distributed parameters were transformed when necessary. Unless 

otherwise noted, all analyses were conducted in R for Statistical Computing (V 3.5.0) 

using the MASS and nlme packages.  
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RESULTS 

Site characteristics 

In 2017, water chemistry for composited samples was analyzed for each of the 

three zones (‘River’, ‘Lake’, and ‘Harbor’) (Table 3). The most notable difference in 

water chemistry among the zones was in NO3
- and Si, where the ‘River’ zone had much 

lower and higher concentrations than the ‘Lake’ and ‘Harbor’ zones, respectively. Also 

notable is the lower chl-a observed in the ‘River’ zone compared to the others. We 

compared water quality data from 2018 for each waterbody type (‘River’, ‘Lake/Pond’, 

and ‘Coastal’) using boxplots to illustrate differences among the three groups (Figure 8) 

in addition to testing for statistical differences (Table 1). Note that the ‘Coastal’ 

waterbody type in the 2018 experiment refers to sites that are influenced by Lake 

Superior and inland rivers/streams. TP, TDP, and PP were similar among groups (Figure 

8C, I, and F), as were particulate fractions of carbon and nitrogen (Figure 8D, E). TOC, 

DOC, TN, and TDN were lower in the ‘River’ than in the ‘Coastal’ and ‘Lake/Pond’ 

waterbody types (Figure 8A, G, B, and H), with statistical differences (p<0.05) between 

the ‘Lake/Pond’ and ‘River’ for all except TN. The N:P ratio was also lower in the 

‘River’ group and had a much narrower range (Figure 8M), and NO3
- was highest in the 

‘River’ group (Figure 8K). The chl-a was highest in the ‘Coastal’ waterbody type, 

following by ‘Lake/Pond’ and then ‘River’, with statistical differences between the 

‘Coastal’ and ‘River’, and the ‘River’ and ‘Lake/Pond’ waterbody types.  Temperature 

was lowest in the ‘River’ group and highest in the ‘Lake/Pond’ waterbodies (Figure 8O), 

with a statistical difference between the ‘Lake/Pond’ and ‘River’ waterbodies. EC25 was 

highest in the ‘Coastal’ waterbodies (Figure 8P), followed by the ‘River’ and then 
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‘Lake/Pond’. Significant (p<0.05) differences between July and August were observed 

for all parameters except for N:P, POC, PON, PP, chl-a, and growth rate (Table 2).  

Table 3. Water chemistry means and standard deviations (analytical variation across a 

given sample) for composited water samples from each zone in the 2017 experiments.  

 Parameter 
Lake  River Harbor 

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

chl-a (µg/L) 1.92 0.02 0.79 0.01 3.47 0.34 

POC (µM) 26.49 1.37 43.30 1.19 41.11 3.17 

PON (µM) 3.02 0.14 4.66 0.68 4.95 0.06 

NH3 (µM)  0.85 0.10 0.21 0.01 1.44 0.11 

NO3
-
 (µM) 25.81  - 0.95 -  30.27  - 

Si (µM) 25.42 0.04 121.45 0.71 50.53 0.02 

PP (µM) 0.10 0.00 0.27 0.00 0.32 0.03 

TDP (µM) 0.12  - 0.01 
 - 

0.34 
-  

SRP (µM) 0.05  - 0.37 
 - 

0.26 
 - 

TP (µM) 0.16  - 0.52 
-  

0.76 
 - 
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Table 4. Results of one-way ANOVA with Tukey HSD and Kruskal Wallis tests for 

differences in site parameters among waterbody types in 2018. No F-value was provided 

for Kruskal-Wallis tests (PP, NH3, N:P, and Chl-a), and no p-values were provided for 

Kruskal-Wallis multiple comparisons. 

Parameter F value p-value Comparison p-value 
Significant 

(p<0.05) 

TOC 5.7 0.0094 

Lake/Pond-Coastal 0.96  
River-Coastal 0.31  

River-Lake/Pond 0.0080 * 

TN 0.48 0.50 - -  
TP 1.2 0.31 - -  

POC 2.6 0.093 - -  
PON 2.6 0.093 - -  
PP - 0.75 - -  

DOC 5.7 0.0095 

Lake/Pond-Coastal 0.95  
River-Coastal 0.31  

River-Lake/Pond 0.0081 * 

TDN 6.2 0.0067 

Lake/Pond-Coastal 1.0  
River-Coastal 0.19  

River-Lake/Pond 0.0067 * 

TDP 1.3 0.30 - -  
NH3 - 0.70 - -  
NO3

- 3.2 0.090 - -  
SRP 0.15 0.86 - -  
N:P - 0.053   

 

Temp 5.6 0.011 

Lake/Pond-Coastal 0.95  
River-Coastal 0.32  

River-Lake/Pond 0.0093 * 

chl-a - 0.00095 

Lake/Pond-Coastal -  
River-Coastal - * 

River-Lake/Pond - * 

EC25 3.4 0.052 - -  
Cyanobacterial 

growth rate (d-1) 
1.9 0.17 - - 
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Figure 8. Boxplots of water quality parameters for each waterbody type in the 2018 

experiments. The central box line indicates the median, the upper and lower box hinges 

correspond to the 75% and 25% quartiles, respectively, and the whiskers correspond to 

1.5 times the interquartile range. Black dots indicate sample points.  
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Table 5. Results of the paired two-sided t-test for differences in site parameters and 

laboratory cyanobacterial growth rates between July and August.  

Parameter t-value p-value 
Significant 

(p<0.05) 

DOC (µM) 8.6314 5.7 x 10-09 * 

TDN (µM) 3.27 3.1 x 10-3 * 

NH3 (µM) 2.11 0.045 * 

NO3 (µM) 6.0218 1.1 x 10-5 * 

TDP (µM) 3.38 2.4 x 10-3 * 

SRP (µM) 2.53 0.018 * 

TOC (µM) 7.96 2.8 x 10-8 * 

TN (µM) 2.3 0.030 * 

TP (µM) 2.29 0.031 * 

N:P (µM) -0.9 0.36  

chl-a (µg/L) 1.195 0.24  

POC (µM) -1.19 0.067  

PON (µM) -1.19 0.067  

PP (µM) 0.7 0.49  

Temperature (˚C) 5.594 9.3 x 10-6 * 

EC25 (mS/cm) -3.474 1.9 x 10-3 * 

Cyanobacterial growth rate (d-1) 0.55 0.59  

 

Experimental Results 

 The results of the 2017 experiments showed that cyanobacteria grew fastest and 

achieved the highest abundance in low N:P conditions at 20 and 25˚C from the ‘River’ 

and ‘Harbor’ zones (Figure 9N, O, Q, and R,  
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Table 6). Significant differences in main effects and all two-way interactions were 

observed for cyanobacterial growth ( 

 

 

Table 6). Temperature alone had a significant effect on the “green” algal group, and all 

treatments (temperature and nutrient conditions) and interactions of treatments had a 

significant effect on the “brown” algal group except for the interactions between N:P and 

temperature, and location and temperature.  
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Figure 9. The natural log of chlorophyll concentration of the blue-green, green, and 

brown algal groups throughout the experiment for each treatment. 
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Table 6. Results of the 3-way MANOVA test for each algal group using growth rate as 

the response variable. P-values marked with an asterisk (*) are significant at α=0.05). 

Treatment 
Blue-green algae Green algae Brown algae 

F value p-value F value p-value F value p-value 

Temp 6.09 0.0079* 5.01 0.016 * 21.6 6.5 x 10-6* 

Location 7.71 0.0029* 2.34 0.12 79.7 8.4 x 10-11* 

N:P 13.0 0.0015* 0.940 0.34 66.2 4.5 x 10-8* 

Location x Temp 2.92 0.044* 1.15 0.36 1.89 0.15 

N:P x Temp 12.7 0.00022* 0.380 0.69 2.38 0.12 

N:P x Location 8.03 0.0024 0.290 0.75 18.1 2.2 x 10-5* 

N:P x Location x 

Temp 
1.21 0.31 0.0260 0.97 6.10 0.0078* 

 

 

Taxonomic identification showed that cyanobacteria were present in cultures with 

high “blue-green” growth rates, and that they were in the highest abundance in the Low 

N:P and the 20˚C and 25˚C treatments (Figure 10). The results of the Kruskal-Wallis tests 

(Table S3) agree with those found in the MANOVA, that there were significant 

differences in the relative abundance of D. lemmermannii between the high and low N:P 

treatments and the 20˚C and 25˚C temperature treatments. However, there were not 

always significant differences among locations for a given nutrient and temperature 

treatment combination. The relative abundance between the ‘River’ and ‘Harbor’ 

locations in the 20˚C and low N:P treatment conditions were not different, and locations 

were not different in both temperature levels in the high N:P treatment with exception to 

20˚C-High-River and 25˚C-High-Lake, where the abundance was negligible. The 

taxonomic results support those found using the PHYTO-PAM and also provide 

additional information. The species of cyanobacteria found in the ‘River’ and ‘Harbor’ 

locations is the same species observed in Lake Superior blooms, D. lemmermannii, and 
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while cyanobacterial growth was high in both 20˚C and 25˚C at low N:P, D. 

lemmermannii specifically grew in the greatest relative abundance in 20˚C and low N:P.  

 

Figure 10. Relative abundance of cyanobacterial species by treatment combinations. The 

15˚C treatment was not analyzed due to the mechanical failure of the incubator. 
 

 The results from the 2017 experiments indicated that upland waters contribute to 

cyanobacterial blooms in the lake; therefore, in 2018 we evaluated 26 specific locations 

(rivers, lakes/ponds, and coastal waterbodies) as potential sources of cyanobacterial 

propagules. We also identified characteristics shared among sites that could be potential 

sources. The results from 2018 showed that sites with the highest cyanobacterial growth 

rates were widely scattered across the study region (Figure 11). Results of the spatial 

autocorrelation analyses showed that for the “blue-green” and “green” algal groups using 

Moran’s I were not significant, and some slight clustering was present in the “brown” 
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algal group (Green: Moran’s I = -0.07, p = 0.9; Blue-green: Moran’s I = 0.18, p = 0.3; 

Brown: Moran’s I = 0.53, p = 0.004).  

 

Figure 11. Sampling locations of experimental cyanobacterial growth rate for July and 

August. Growth rates are divided by natural breaks. 

 Out of 17 water quality parameters tested, four were significant predictors for 

cyanobacterial growth: temperature (p = 0.006, R2 = 0.26, slope = -0.026), EC25 (p = 

0.0004, R2 = 0.41, slope = 2.70), ln(SRP) (p = 0.002, R2 = 0.34, slope = 0.17), and 

ln(N:P) (p = 0.02, R2 = 0.20, slope = -0.17). These results mean that cyanobacteria grew 

fastest under laboratory conditions from sites that had higher conductivity and SRP and 

lower temperature and N:P.  Those parameters were then used with AIC and backward 

model selection, and the optimized model included only in situ EC25 and temperature 

(Table 7). Model selection could only be performed using additive models (i.e. without 

interactions), as the number of comparisons with multiplicative models would be too 

computationally expensive. We tested the best additive model for interaction terms and 

found a significant interaction between temperature and EC25, which resulted in a final 
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model with R2 = 0.57 (Table 8). We also tested for the impact of waterbody type 

(Coastal, River, Lake/Pond) in the model and found that there was no significant effect. 

Table 7. Results of cyanobacterial growth regression model selection using the Akaike 

information criterion (AIC). The lowest value indicates the best model. Soluble reactive 

phosphorus, N:P ratio, temperature, and conductivity are denoted by SRP, NP, Temp, and 

EC25, respectively. 

Model (N=24) AIC 

Ln(SRP) + Ln(NP) + Temp + EC25 -85.45 

Ln(SRP) + Temp + EC25 -87.41 

Temp + EC25 -88.58 

EC25 -88.84 

 

Table 8. Summary of the interaction model using the optimal cyanobacterial growth 

model using Akaike information criterion AIC: temperature (Temp) and conductivity 

(EC25).  

Parameter Slope Estimate p-value 
Overall 

R2 

Overall 

p-value 

EC25 15.7 0.00384 

0.57 0.00015 Temp 0.0542 0.0384 

Temp x EC25 0.227 0.00990 

 

Preserved samples from 14 sites with the highest final “blue-green” biomass 

(measured using the PHTYO-PAM) were surveyed to validate measurements using the 

PHYTO-PAM. This group included one ‘Coastal’ waterbody, four ‘Lake/Pond’, and nine 

‘River’ sites. Seven of these samples were found to be comprised of over 75% D. 

lemmermannii and three sites had greater than 50% (Figure 12). Ten out of the total 14 

sites were also among sites with the highest experimental growth rates for “blue-green” 

algae (calculated using PHYTO-PAM data). Three out of the four sites that were not 

among the highest observed growth rates were ‘Lake/Pond’ waterbody types, and two of 
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those four sites were comprised of less than 25% D. lemmermannii (1 ‘River’ and 1 

‘Lake/Pond’). 

Figure 12. Relative abundance of D. lemmermannii in 14 sites (ordered from west to east) 

with greatest cyanobacterial growth in culture. Colors indicate waterbody type and 

asterisks (*) denote the 10 sites that also had the highest cyanobacterial growth rates.  

DISCUSSION 

 The appearance of cyanobacterial blooms in Lake Superior is surprising, given 

that it is a cold, oligotrophic system with much less anthropogenic nutrient inputs relative 

to other lakes where blooms are often observed. The current paradigm for the role of 

rivers in lake cyanobacterial blooms is that rivers supply nutrients to algal populations in 

the receiving lakes (Carpenter et al., 1998; Bridgeman et al., 2012; Conroy et al., 2017). 

However, this study points to other potentially important roles for inflowing waters. This 

work is a critical step toward understanding why we have begun observing cyanobacterial 

blooms in Lake Superior and it indicates a likely important role of upland waterbodies, 

particularly rivers, in seeding blooms. There is a wealth of evidence in marine and 
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freshwater systems that bloom-forming cyanobacteria can persist in rivers and estuaries 

(Reif, 1939; Steinberg & Hartman, 1988; Schwartz, 2007; Paerl & Otten, 2013; Conroy 

et al., 2014, 2017). What is not as well understood is how the presence of cyanobacteria 

in rivers may affect downstream lakes or ponds. The lack of research on this topic may be 

due to the greater likelihood of observing cyanobacterial blooms in lentic environments 

than in their lotic counterparts or because riverine conditions (including high turbulence, 

low light, short residence times, and cooler temperatures) are not typically associated 

with high algal growth rates (Paerl & Otten, 2013). Nevertheless, a recent study of 11 

major rivers in the US showed that cyanobacteria were present in all rivers and comprised 

up to 52% of the community composition (Graham et al., 2020). The present study shows 

that rivers may play a critical role in the promotion of newly occurring cyanobacterial 

blooms in Lake Superior.  

Our work assumes that samples producing high cyanobacterial growth under ideal 

laboratory conditions also have potential to seed blooms under favorable environmental 

conditions. This approach has the advantage of not relying on quantifying potentially rare 

populations that initiate blooms, and it avoids the potential that a given algal taxon may 

be present but not be viable,  issues that could arise under a simple sampling regime no 

matter how sensitive it may be. The experiments we conducted in 2017 and 2018 

provided insight into the origins and the conditions that promote cyanobacterial blooms 

along the south shore of Lake Superior. The conclusions we draw from the 2017 

experiment are that bloom-forming cyanobacteria grew abundantly in low N:P in 

combination with moderate to high temperature, and more importantly, only from ‘River’ 

and ‘Harbor’ locations and not from the ‘Lake’ samples. This finding provides evidence 
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that blooms are unlikely to have been sourced just from the lake, and that upstream 

sources are likely important contributors of living cells to generate blooms. The 

subsequent 2018 work then began to narrow down characteristics of upstream 

environments that are most likely to be involved in the generation and delivery of algal 

seed populations for Lake Superior blooms.  

Cyanobacteria in the Nostocales order are diazotrophic; thus, it is not surprising 

that D. lemmermannii grew better than the other algal groups in these nitrogen-limiting 

conditions during laboratory experiments. However, growth under lab conditions does 

not necessarily indicate the conditions most responsible for high growth in a natural 

setting. PHYTO-PAM measurements in both 2017 and 2018 did not show a dominance 

of cyanobacteria in river samples at the beginning of the experiments. In fact, the initial 

total biomass of samples was low and typically dominated by the “brown” algal group 

while the “blue-green” only comprised approximately 1-5% of the total biomass (Figure 

9). This was also true for ‘Lake’ and ‘Harbor’ samples from 2017. This may mean that 

while similar concentrations of cyanobacteria were initially present from all zones, cells 

from  ‘River’ and  ‘Harbor’ samples were more likely D. lemmermannii and samples 

from the  ‘Lake’ sites were not, given that this species did not grow in high abundance in 

any treatment combination from this location. An analysis of Lake Superior nearshore 

and offshore phytoplankton survey data from 2011 and 2016 (Kovalenko et al., 2019) 

found that diatoms accounted for over 75% of the total biovolume for all samples areas, 

with some codominance in 2016. Codominance of D. lemmermannii (by biovolume) was 

observed for part of 2016 at one site in central Lake Superior offshore (depth > 200m), 

indicating that D. lemmermannii is not prominent in the offshore Lake Superior 
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phytoplankton community. ‘Harbor’ samples did grow cyanobacteria in abundance, but a 

closer look at the taxonomic data showed that the species present from ‘Harbor’ samples 

was not predominately D. lemmermannii with exception to the low N:P and 20 ˚C 

treatment. Analysis of 2018 data revealed that ‘River’ sites had the lowest total N:P ratio 

of the three waterbody types (mean of approximately19:1); therefore, from an N:P 

standpoint, rivers feeding into nearshore Lake Superior where blooms have been 

observed may provide conditions to promote diazotrophic cyanobacteria like D. 

lemmermannii. Consequently, even though the relative abundance of cyanobacteria is not 

greatest in the overall community composition, the conditions in rivers support a 

community of cyanobacteria that is capable of proliferating under laboratory conditions. 

In addition to a clear N:P preference, higher water temperatures stimulated growth 

during the 2017 experiments, and more specifically, taxonomic data showed that the 20˚C 

treatment resulted in higher D. lemmermannii abundances than 25˚C. We also observed 

high cyanobacterial growth rates in the 2018 experiments under laboratory conditions 

(25˚C and low N:P), but the sites that produced those high growth rates under laboratory 

conditions, namely rivers, were characterized by low water temperatures in situ (12-26˚C, 

mean of approx. 17 ˚C). These findings indicate that fast-growing cyanobacteria 

originated in colder waters, but our 2017 experiments showed that 15˚C was too cold for 

extensive growth of D. lemmermannii, even at optimal nutrient conditions. Evidence 

from subalpine lakes has shown the ability of D. lemmermannii to persist in cold water 

temperature systems and then grow extensively as temperatures warm to greater than 

15˚C (Salmaso et al., 2015), which is consistent with the temperature dependence we 

observed in our study.  
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Routine water quality monitoring during the 2018 field season (May-October) 

showed that the lake is typically warmer than inflowing rivers by several degrees (Figure 

7).  Cooler river temperatures can be attributed to several factors including size, flowrate, 

canopy cover, hydrologic inputs, and drainage pattern, whereas water in shallow 

nearshore embayments is exposed to direct light and the surface layer warms throughout 

the summer, resulting in higher surface water temperatures in the nearshore than in rivers. 

Temperature has been identified as a primary control on D. lemmermannii growth in 

other cold, oligotrophic lakes (Salmaso et al., 2012, 2015; Callieri et al., 2014; Capelli et 

al., 2017), and has also been identified as an important driver in Lake Superior (Sterner et 

al., 2020). So, while rivers are more likely to yield viable D. lemmermannii cells that 

could initiate growth in the lake, the warmer temperature conditions in Lake Superior’s 

nearshore are generally more favorable for growing high concentrations of biomass.  

 

Figure 13. Boxplots of July and August surface water temperature for nearshore Lake 

Superior (MB) and a subset of rivers included in the 2018 experiments. The central box 

line indicates the median, the upper and lower box hinges correspond to the 75% and 

25% quartiles, respectively, and the whiskers correspond to 1.5 times the interquartile 

range. Black dots indicate sample points. 
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Light conditions in the nearshore and rivers were not measured during routine 

monitoring; however, river plumes in Lake Superior have been studied and it has been 

shown that light is lower in Lake Superior waters impacted by river plumes (Minor et al., 

2014; Cooney et al., 2018), indicating that rivers have higher turbidity and thus, lower 

light compared to the nearshore. (Detenbeck et al., 2004) also document high turbidity in 

south shore streams due to forest type and erosion of fine sediment with mean field 

turbidity measurements near approximately 100 NTU, which corresponds to an extinction 

coefficient of 5 m-1 (Brown, 1984). Typical Lake Superior values are less than 

approximately 0.4 m-1 (Sterner, 2010; Cooney et al., 2018). We hypothesize that when D. 

lemmermannii propagules from rivers with low temperature and light conditions reach 

the nearshore of Lake Superior, where temperature is seasonally warmer and there is 

greater light exposure, they can grow in greater abundance and ultimately produce 

blooms. Further work is needed, however, to understand the relative contributions of 

temperature, light, and nutrients, as well as hydrodynamics, in promoting cyanobacterial 

blooms once the cells have entered the lake. Additional work is also needed to determine 

whether rivers are supporting a community of D. lemmermannii or acting as a transport 

mechanism from other upstream areas.  

The other predictor that helped explain which sites are likely sources of 

cyanobacterial propagules to Lake Superior was higher conductivity. Conductivity is 

related to salinity and pH, both of which can affect cyanobacteria growth. There is some 

evidence that salinity can inhibit growth (Apte, Reddy & Thomas, 1987; Rai, 1990), but 

the concentrations used in these studies (55 mM – 500 mM NaCl ) typically far exceed 

those we observed in our study sites (approximately 2.2 mM NaCl, assuming that all of 
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the conductivity can be attributed to salinity). Similarly, pH conditions in five south shore 

Lake Superior streams were circumneutral during multiple sampling events in 2016, 

indicating that pH is not likely a factor influencing algal growth (J. Delvaux, unpublished 

data). Hence, it is unlikely that the levels of conductivity we observed are high enough to 

have an inhibitory effect on growth, and the more likely explanation is that conductivity 

is related to some other unmeasured parameter that is related to sites with high potential. 

Conductivity may be related to the geological substrates in the region. The predominant 

soil types in the study area are Alfisols and Spodosols, commonly referred to as ‘red clay’ 

due to their rich iron content, are highly susceptible to erosion and the main contributor 

of dissolved ions to Lake Superior (Stortz et al., 1976; Cooney et al., 2018). We 

considered the high iron content of the soil as a possible linkage between high potential 

sites and increased conductivity, but the iron in these soils is present as iron oxides and 

are highly insoluble in water, and so is not likely stimulating algal growth (Tonello et al., 

2019).  

While we have provided a first look at potential sources of cyanobacterial blooms 

in Lake Superior, additional work is needed to better understand the appearance of these 

blooms and their drivers. Future work should include using molecular tools, such as the 

methods used in (Kutovaya et al., 2012b), to identify sources of D. lemmermannii to 

Lake Superior. Further, additional work is needed to identify the role of hydrodynamic 

processes (e.g., development of prevailing longshore currents, surface slick dynamics, 

upwelling, and wind/wave action) in the formation of surface scums. We also recommend 

continued monitoring of the lake and surrounding watershed to provide a detailed record 

of seasonal processes that may contribute to blooms, as well as interannual variability.  
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 To summarize, evidence from this study strongly suggests that rivers play a 

critical role in priming cyanobacterial bloom on the south shore of Lake Superior, with 

some additional evidence that shifting growth conditions between rivers and lakes are 

also necessary for bloom formation. Our data showed that D. lemmermannii grew under 

laboratory conditions from water samples that were collected from inland locations, 

particularly rivers, and grew best in 20˚C and low N:P conditions. Somewhat 

unexpectedly, sites that had the greatest cyanobacterial growth under optimal laboratory 

conditions were characterized by relatively low temperatures and high conductivity. We 

ascertain that rivers produce cells of D. lemmermannii capable of initiating extensive 

growth, but cold water temperatures and low light conditions inhibit overall growth in 

these habitats. When these cells enter the Lake Superior nearshore, where temperatures 

are seasonally warmer and light levels are higher, conditions are more favorable for 

growth.  

Based on this evidence, we argue that rivers provide a consistent source of viable 

propagules of D. lemmermannii to Lake Superior and that the appearance of blooms in 

the lake is dependent on in-lake conditions. Lake Superior has already begun 

experiencing significant warming (Austin & Colman, 2007) and extreme precipitation 

events (Cooney et al., 2018), and these trends are expected to continue. If water 

temperatures and nutrient inputs continue to increase, along with consistent seeding from 

rivers, cyanobacterial blooms may become a persistent feature of Lake Superior’s 

nearshore.  
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Chapter 3: A life cycle model for cyanobacterial blooms in Lake Superior 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 Freshwater cyanobacterial blooms are becoming seemingly ubiquitous and pose a 

significant threat to ecological and public health by degrading of water quality, foul 

odors, toxins, hypoxia, and other negative impacts. The Laurentian Great Lakes are 

experiencing these blooms in greater frequency and they have even been observed in 

oligotrophic Lake Superior (Sterner et al., 2020; Reinl et al., 2020). Blooms in Lake 

Superior have occurred in 2012, 2015-2017, and 2018, with the largest events taking 

place in 2012 and 2018 (Sterner et al., 2020). These blooms have been observed in very 

nearshore waters where stratification is intermittent. In years with the largest blooms, 

major precipitation events (>500-yr return probability) took place, followed by 

cyanobacterial blooms within 25 and 53 days, respectively (Sterner et al., 2020). These 

blooms were variable magnitude and duration and were dominated by the 

cyanobacterium Dolichospermum lemmermannii. Previous findings have highlighted the 

importance of increased water temperatures and a subsequent longer growing season, and 

major storm events as important drivers of blooms in Lake Superior (Sterner et al., 2020). 

Experimental work has also highlighted the importance of moderate to high temperatures 

as well as a low nitrogen:phosphorus (N:P) ratio in promoting growth of D. 

lemmermannii (Reinl et al., 2020). Reinl et al. (2020) also found that upland water bodies 

may be an important source of propagules for cyanobacterial blooms in Lake Superior, 

with rivers characterized by low temperature and high conductivity being the most likely 

sources. 
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Observations of cyanobacterial blooms in Lake Superior have also included 

resting stage cells (akinetes). Akinetes are a type of specialized cell that differentiate 

from vegetative cells to allow some cyanobacteria species to persist under adverse 

conditions including cold temperatures, low light, and drought (Adams, Carr & Wilcox, 

1981; Kaplan-Levy et al., 2010). Akinetes can lie dormant for months or even years until 

conditions are favorable for germination (Reynolds et al., 1981). Still, there are many 

uncertain specifics about akinetes. The conditions required to trigger vegetative cells to 

differentiate into akinetes are not well known. Nevertheless, there is some consensus in 

the literature that akinetes are produced when the population growth rate approaches the 

stationary phase and resources are more limited (Rother & Fay, 1977, 1979; Meeks et al., 

2002; Olli, Kangro & Kabel, 2005), and that, in general, conditions favorable for the 

growth of vegetative cells, likewise are favorable for germination (Meeks et al., 2002; 

Rengefors et al., 2004; Olli et al., 2005). Studies have identified temperature (Rengefors 

et al., 2004), light (Meeks et al., 2002; Rengefors et al., 2004), and/or nutrients (Carey et 

al., 2009) as important factors in germination, but nearly all studies recognize the 

importance of light (Meeks et al., 2002; Rengefors et al., 2004; Hense & Beckmann, 

2010). Rengefors et al. (2004) also noted a lag in germination time for Dolichospermum 

lemmermannii, where conditions need to be maintained for a length of time before 

germination would occur.  

To understand the mechanisms behind cyanobacterial blooms in Lake Superior, 

consideration of the environmental drivers as well as the natural history of the 

cyanobacterium is necessary. Life cycle models have been applied elsewhere with 

success in blending environmental drivers and cyanobacterial traits to capture bloom 
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dynamics (Hense & Beckmann, 2006, 2010; Jöhnk et al., 2011; Hellweger et al., 2013). 

These models vary in their level of complexity and which phases of the life cycle are the 

primary focus. Hense & Beckmann (2010) propose a simplified approach to the life cycle 

model for diazotrophic cyanobacteria presented in Hense & Beckmann (2006), where the 

main focus is on the N-fixing and non-N-fixing stages. Their simplified approach 

provides the advantage of incorporating life cycle stages and environmental data, without 

an extraneous number of parameters or solutions that are computationally expensive. In 

Lake Superior, only a handful of cyanobacterial blooms have been observed and none 

have been sampled with the temporal and spatial resolution required to produce a highly 

predictive model. Nevertheless, a model that synthesizes what is known in this early 

phase of study can help in understanding what factors are most important to consider in 

managing these blooms and aid in identifying areas of research that need further 

investigation. Therefore, a conceptual or process-based approach such as this was 

employed.  

The objective of this study is to adapt the model framework of Hense & 

Beckmann (2010) to better understand cyanobacterial blooms in Lake Superior. We 

developed a model framework based on previous observations and findings; therefore, we 

included external loading of nutrients and vegetative cyanobacterial biomass (here after 

referred to as “biomass”) from rivers and the offshore, and in-lake temperatures. The 

main departures from Hense & Beckmann (2010) are that we do not model vertical 

gradients of buoyancy and sinking, as the hydrodynamic processes in this region are 

complex, and we chose to specifically model the vegetative and resting stages of the life 

cycle. While Hense & Beckman (2010) do model vegetative and resting stages, they are 
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embedded within the mass balances for the N-fixing and non-N-fixing life cycle stages, 

which are the primary focus in their model. We also chose to adapt the model for P 

limitation, as nearshore P concentration is < 0.19 µM (Sterner et al., 2020; Reinl et al., 

2020), and nitrate concentrations are high and have been steadily climbing (Sterner et al., 

2007). Further, Reinl et al. (2020) reported a mean nearshore dissolved inorganic 

nitrogen (DIN, NO3 + NH3):total phosphorus (TP) molar ratio of ~166 and summer 

epilimnion carbon:phosphorus (C:P) ratios exceeding 400 (Sterner, 2021), both of which 

indicate P limitation. While we recognize that ammonium (NH3) may be limiting, the 

mean NH3 concentration reported in Reinl et al. (2020) for the nearshore is 7x and 17x 

higher than total dissolved phosphorus (TDP) and soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP), 

respectively (NH3 = 0.85 µM; TDP = 0.12 µM; SRP = 0.05 µM). We selected the year 

2018 to model because that was when the largest and best documented Lake Superior 

bloom occurred (Sterner et al., 2020); however, even for this remarkable event the 

available data is limited in its temporal and spatial range. Thus, validation of the model is 

qualitative, and the intent is not to perfectly replicate the 2018 event but rather to capture 

some bloom dynamics, determine the role of akinetes, and identify knowledge gaps. The 

specific aspects that we evaluate are the timing of the bloom, the magnitude of the 

vegetative cell and akinete peaks, and sensitivity to external drivers.  

METHODS 

Model Overview 

The model contains three mass balances: vegetative cells, resting stage cells 

(akinetes, located on the nearshore lake bottom), and dissolved phosphorus, all expressed 

in units of mmol P/m3. We assume that the volume of water under consideration is a 
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well-mixed layer from the surface to the bottom and that P is the limiting nutrient. We 

loosely based the volume and river inputs for this model on Siskiwit Bay in Cornucopia, 

WI, as this was where the bloom in 2018 was first observed (Sterner et al., 2020). Time-

dependent external forcing to the model includes light, nutrient loading from a river and 

offshore exchange, cyanobacterial biomass loading from a river and offshore exchange, 

and lake water temperature. 

The mass balance equations for this approach are as follows: 

(1) 
dCV

dt
= μCVCV⏟  
𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ

− γCVCV⏟  
𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑡ℎ

− ϑCV⏟
𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

+ (τAVCA − τVACV)⏟          
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑜/𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 CA 

+

Qin

V
∗ (CVRiver − CV)⏟            

𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤

+ ωexchange ∗ (CVLake − CV)⏟                
𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒

 

(2) 
dCA

dt
= −γCACA⏟    
𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑡ℎ/𝑏𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙

+ (τVACV − τAVCA)⏟          
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑜/𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 CV 

 

(3) 
dP

dt
= γCVCV⏟  
𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

− μCVCv⏟  
𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒

+
Qin

V
∗ (PRiver − P)⏟          

𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤

+

ωexchange ∗ (PLake − P)⏟              
𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒

 

where CV (mmol P/m3) represents the vegetative phase of the life cycle and CA (mmol 

P/m3) represents the resting stage (akinetes). Akinetes are not loaded from the river or 

offshore, as akinetes were observed in nearshore blooms samples and akinetes are 

typically associated with shallow lake sediments (Karlsson-Elfgren & Brunberg, 2004), 

and in a few cases the sediments of very large rivers (Baker, 1999).  Although akinetes 

are associated with the sediment surface, they are represented on a per unit volume basis 

for consistency with other state variables. River and nearshore concentrations of 
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vegetative cyanobacterial biomass are denoted as CVRiver and CVLake, respectively, and are 

estimated as a fraction of the total chlorophyll-a (chl-a) based on phyto-PAM 

measurements from Reinl et al. (2020). The river flow rate time series is denoted as Qin 

(m3/d), and the volume under consideration is denoted as V (m3). Eq. 3 is the mass 

balance for the dissolved P pool (mmol P/m3), with PRiver and PLake representing TDP 

concentrations in the river and lake, respectively. The growth rate of vegetative cells 

(μCV, d-1) is dependent on temperature, light, and P concentration. The temperature-

dependent growth rate (μVT, d-1
, Eq. 4) is based on the Arrhenius Equation, as presented 

in (Chapra, 2008), where θ is 1.066 (Eppley, 1972). Light limitation is represented using 

the Haldane function of non-competitive enzyme inhibition (Eilers & Peeters, 1988), 

where µ (d-1) is the light-dependent growth rate, I (µmol photon/m2/s) is the mean 

irradiance of the water column calculated according to Sterner (1990), KS (µmol 

photon/m2/s) is the half-saturation coefficient for light and Ki (µmol photon/m2/s) is the 

inhibition coefficient (Eq. 5). Data for light and extinction coefficient used in calculations 

are described below. P limitation is represented using a limitation factor based on Monod 

kinetics (Eq. 6), where P is the TDP concentration (mmol P/m3) and ksp is the half-

saturation constant for growth (mmol P/m3). Growth based on light and nutrients is 

modeled using two approaches: multiplicative (Eq. 7) and Liebig’s Law of the Minimum 

(Eq. 8). A full listing of parameters is shown in Table 9. 

(4) μVT = μV20C ∗ θ
T−20 

(5)  μ =
μVT 

1+(
KS
I
)+(

I

KI
)
     

(6) σP =
P

ksp+P
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(7)  μCV = 
μVT 

1+(
KS
I
)+(

I

Ki
)
∗ σP 

(8) μCV = min(
μVT 

1+(
KS
I
)+(

I

KI
)
 , μVTσP) 

Conditions for encystment and germination 

Transfer of vegetative cells (water column) to the akinete pool (lake bottom) and 

vice versa is assumed to be instantaneous when conditions for germination or encystment 

are met. There is not a significant amount of data on the biological requirements for 

germination and encystment; however, there is agreement that akinetes differentiate from 

vegetative cells when resources are limited, particularly P, and growth is low (Meeks et 

al., 2002; Olli et al., 2005). The growth rate in this model is dependent on P 

concentration, light, and temperature. Hence, imposing a threshold or critical growth rate 

(μcrit) by which encystment is triggered if the population growth rate falls below that rate 

captures conditions where growth is limited by temperature, nutrients, and/or light 

without having to unnecessarily complicate the model with conditions for each resource. 

As Hense and Beckman (2010) point out, this means that conditions for encystment are 

likely met during the spring and winter. However, biomass levels during those periods 

are very low due to temperature and P limitation, therefore the relative abundance of 

akinetes being produced is correspondingly low. Because we do not currently have a 

clear understanding of germination conditions, we ran the model using four conditions 

for germination in combination with the multiplicative and minimum formulas for 

growth:  
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• PAR: the 7-day average for PAR at the sediment surface (PAR̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) is greater than 

optimum PAR (PARopt) 

• PAR +  TDP:  PAR̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ≥  PARopt and TDP > TDPcrit 

• PAR +  Temp: PAR̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ≥  PARoptand Temp > Tempopt 

• PAR +  TDP +  Temp: PAR̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ≥  PARopt, TDP > TDPcrit, and Temp > Tempopt.  

The following equations summarize the conditional statements for germination and 

encystment. Eq 10 is a generalized version that changes depending on the germination 

conditions being tested:  

(9)   τVA = {
 τVA, μCV ≤ μcrit
0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

 

(10) τAV = {
τAV , if PAR̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ≥  PARopt, 𝑇𝐷𝑃 >  TDPcrit, Temp >  Tempopt 

0, otherwise
 

Table 9. List of model parameters with units and citations and/or notes for parameter 

estimates. In the absence of traits measurements for D. lemmermanii, we used Anabaena 

flos-aquae, which has similar morphology. Significant digits follow the cited study. 

Value Unit Symbol Parameter Notes 

0.97 d-1 μV20C Vegetative growth 

rate at 20 ˚C 

Litchman et al. 

(2016), traits for A. 

flos-aquae; Lee and 

Rhee (1999) 

1.066 unitless θ Constant for 

calculating growth 

rate 

(Eppley, 1972; 

Chapra, 2008) 

0.039 d-1 γCV  Vegetative death 

rate 

(Hense & 

Beckmann, 2006) 

0.1 d-1 ϑ Vegetative 

sedimentation rate 

(Hense & 

Beckmann, 2006) 

1 d-1 τAV Akinete to 

vegetative transfer 

rate 

(Hense & 

Beckmann, 2010)  

1 d-1 τVA Vegetative to 

akinete transfer rate 

(Hense & 

Beckmann, 2010) 

0.05 unitless - Fraction of total 

chlorophyll-a that is 

cyanobacteria 

(Reinl et al., 2020) 
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- m3/d Qin River flowrate Bois Brule USGS 

stream gauge data 

scaled by watershed 

size for Siskiwit 

River 

5,125,000 m3 V Volume of water 

modeled  

Area from shore to 

depth of ~10 m 

(1,025,000 m2) and 

mean depth of 5 m 

for Siskiwit Bay 

0.1 d-1 ωexchange Nearshore/offshore 

exchange rate 

10 days, estimated 

from unpublished 

tracer runs using 

the Finite Volume 

Community Ocean 

Model (FVCOM)   

0.1 d-1 γCA Akinete burial/loss 

rate 

Estimate 

18.4 µmol photon/m2/s Ki Light half-

saturation 

coefficient  

(Lee & Rhee, 1999) 

966 µmol photon/m2/s KS Light inhibition 

coefficient  

(Lee & Rhee, 1999) 

0.2 d-1 µcrit Critical growth rate 

for encystment 

Estimate 

210 µmol photon/m2/s PARopt Irradiance level at 

depth of 10 m for 

germination 

(Zapomělová et al., 

2010), median 

value 

1 mmol P/m3 TDPcrit TDP concentration 

for germination 

(Olli et al., 2005) 

17 ˚C Tempopt Temperature 

condition for 

germination 

(Rengefors et al., 

2004) 

0.35 mmol P/m3
 ksp P half-saturation 

coefficient  

Litchman et al. 

(2016), traits for A. 

flos-aquae 

 

External forcing data 

We used 2018 field monitoring data for temperature, nutrients, and flow rate for 

model runs testing different germination conditions and sensitivity to environmental 

drivers. We also ran the model using data from 2019 to determine whether the model 

would produce a bloom in a year when none were observed. River and nearshore TDP 

and chlorophyll-a (chl-a) data was collected from Siskiwit River and Mawikwe Bay, also 

located near Cornucopia, WI and Siskiwit Bay. Discrete TDP (Figure 14) and chl-a 
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samples (Figure 15) were linearly interpolated to daily values using the nearest value, 

with values outside the monitoring time interval extrapolated as the nearest observational 

value. Samples collected directly from the 2018 bloom were not included in the datasets 

used for biomass loading in the model. Water samples were collected as surface grab 

samples. The chl-a samples were filtered using a 0.2 µm cellulose nitrate filter, extracted 

using a 90% acetone solution for approximately 24 hours in the dark at 4˚C, and then 

analyzed on a Turner Design 10-AU fluorometer according to Welschmeyer (1994). TDP 

samples were filtered on a 0.22 µm filter, digested using a potassium persulfate solution 

(modified from EPA method 365.1), and analyzed as orthophosphate on a SEAL AQ400 

autoanalyzer. To convert chl-a from µg/L to mmol P/m3, we assumed that 1µg chl-a = 40 

µg C (Lorenzen, 1968) and applied the Redfield ratio C:N:P ~ 106:16:1. The river flow 

rate was estimated using USGS stream gauge data for the Bois Brule River 

(https://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/uv?site_no=04025500), rescaled for the watershed size 

of the Siskiwit River (Brule: 336 km2; Siskiwit: 68 km2), located approximately 40 km 

from the Bois Brule River. Water temperature data were collected from the National 

Buoy Data Center (NBDC) from the LLO2 buoy (LLO2 NDBC 45028, 

https://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/station_page.php?station=45028).  

We assumed that changes in light extinction due to cyanobacterial biomass are 

negligible as light extinction is only weakly influenced by cyanobacterial biomass and 

significant changes in light attenuation were only associated with large storm runoff 

events (Figure 18B). Light data was obtained from the National Solar Radiation Database 

(NSRDB), developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) 

(https://nsrdb.nrel.gov/). We used Global Horizontal Radiation (GHI), modeled using the 

https://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/uv?site_no=04025500
https://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/station_page.php?station=45028
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Physical Solar Radiation Model (PSM v3), and converted it to Photosynthetically Active 

Radiation (PAR) using a conversion factor of 2.02, given that approximately 45% of GHI 

falls within the wavelengths that correspond to PAR (400-700 nm, Loomis & Williams, 

1963) and that the conversion factor for W/m2 to photons is 4.57 (Thimijan, 1983, Figure 

18A). The diffuse attenuation coefficient at 490 nm (Kd490) from the NASA Ocean 

Color data from the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite - Suomi National Polar-

orbiting Partnership (VIIRS-SNPP) dataset was used 

(https://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/data/viirs-snpp/)  to estimate the extinction coefficient 

(Figure 18B). Calculated PAR and Kd490 were used to calculate the mean irradiance of 

the water column (Figure 18C) and the irradiance at the maximum depth (Figure 18D). 

We used a maximum depth of 5 m to calculate PAR at the sediment surface, as akinete 

recruitment typically occurs in shallower sediments (Karlsson-Elfgren & Brunberg, 

2004).  

https://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/data/viirs-snpp/
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Figure 14. Time series plots of TDP in Siskiwit River (black) and Mawikwe Bay (red) for 

2018 (open circles, solid line) and 2019 (filled circles, dashed line). Discrete samples that 

were collected are shown using points and corresponding lines show the interpolation.  

 

 

Figure 15. Time series plots of Chl-a in Siskiwit River (black) and Mawikwe Bay (red) 

for 2018 (open circles, solid line) and 2019 (filled circles, dashed line). Discrete samples 

that were collected are shown using points and corresponding lines show the 

interpolation. Samples collected from the 2018 bloom were not used for loading in the 

model. 
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Figure 16. Time series plot of surface water temperature from the LLO2 Buoy for 2018 

(solid line) and 2019 (dashed line). 

 

 

Figure 17. Time series plots of the Bois Brule River flowrate scaled by watershed size for 

Siskiwit River for 2018 (solid line) and 2019 (dashed line). 
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Figure 18. Time series plots of A) National Solar Radiation (NSRDB) global horizontal 

irradiance converted to photosynthetically active radiation (PAR), B) Kd490 estimates 

from VIIRS-SNPP satellite data, C) Mean irradiance of the water column, and D) 

irradiance at the maximum depth of the water column for 2018 (solid line) and 2019 

(dashed line).  

 

Model Scenarios  

 The model was run with different germination conditions, and we tested the 

model for sensitivity to environmental drivers. Previous findings have highlighted the 

potential importance of storm-derived nutrients (Sterner et al., 2020), temperature (Reinl 

et al., 2020), and biological loading from rivers (Reinl et al., 2020) for cyanobacterial 

blooms in Lake Superior. Therefore, we tested the model using the following scenarios: 

1) doubled river TDP loading (TDPx2); 2) lake water temperature increased by 2˚C 

(T+2); no river loading of cyanobacteria (NRL); and 4) double river loading of 

cyanobacteria (DRL). For comparison, we chose a ‘baseline’ model run of unaltered 

inputs with akinete and vegetative exchange set to zero.  
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For each run, we evaluated the model performance based on the timing of the 

vegetative biomass peak, lag time between the vegetative biomass peak and the summer 

TDP peak, and magnitude of the biomass peaks. Because the range in sampled chl-a in 

the 2018 bloom was highly variable, ranging from <1 µg/L to 72 µg/L in the most 

concentrated sample (mean: 4.48 µg/L; standard deviation: 14.8 µg/L), we characterized 

the model as having achieved a bloom if the magnitude of the peak was greater than or 

equal to 1.75 µg/L (~0.053 mmol P/m3), or 2x the average chl-a concentration in the Lake 

Superior nearshore based on monitoring data (Figure S10). We also compared the mean 

summer nearshore chl-a (~0.85 µg/L ~ 0.026 mmol P/m3) values with the mean of 

modeled vegetative biomass from mid-May to October. Additionally, we evaluated the 

contribution of akinetes to peak biomass for each model scenario by calculating the 

percent change in the magnitude of the peak with and without exchange between the 

vegetative and akinete pools.  

Each scenario was run using the minimum and multiplicative growth formulations 

in combination with each of the four germination conditions with and without an akinete 

component for a total of 64 model runs. For each model scenario, the model was run for 

10 years (using repeated input data from a single year), with the first 9 years being the 

spin-up period to establish initial conditions, and using the output from the last year for 

analysis. 
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RESULTS 

Germination Conditions and Growth Rate  

We first ran the model using four different akinete germination conditions (PAR,  

PAR +  TDP, PAR +  Temp, and PAR +  TDP +  Temp) and two growth rate 

formulations (minimum and multiplicative), for a total of eight model runs. Varied 

germination conditions resulted in no difference in the timing and magnitude of the 

vegetative and akinete peaks (Table 10), but different growth rate formulas yielded 

differences in the magnitude of the peak and mean vegetative biomass and peak akinete 

biomass concentrations, as well as differences in the timing of the akinete biomass peak 

(Table 10). The multiplicative approach for modeling growth rate yielded a lower growth 

rate for the duration of the year compared to the Liebig’s minimum approach (Figure 19), 

and subsequent lower biomass levels for vegetative and akinete biomass (Table 10, 

Figure 20). For all germination conditions using a Liebig’s minimum growth rate 

approach, a bloom was predicted (biomass > 0.053 mmol P/m3 ~1.75 µg/L chl-a). Using 

the multiplicative approach for all model runs, no blooms were predicted. predictions of 

mean summer vegetative biomass were below mean values for Lake Superior’s nearshore 

(0.026 mmol P/m3 ~0.85 µg/L chl-a). We also ran the model with no akinete 

contributions to compare the model predictions with varied germination conditions to a 

model run without akinetes. The vegetative biomass peak without an akinete component 

was 0.0079 mmol P/m3 and 0.068 mmol P/m3 for the multiplicative and minimum 

approaches to growth, respectively, which corresponded to a 46% and 12% decrease in 

the peak vegetative biomass (Table 10, Figure 20).  
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Because mean and peak biomass concentrations were similar for the various 

germination conditions, we ran the model using 2019 data using the PAR + TDP + Temp 

germination conditions with the multiplicative and minimum growth approaches. Using 

2019 data, we found that the model did not produce a bloom, and that the mean and 

maximum vegetative biomass using the minimum growth approach was 0.00053 and 

0.0075 mmol P/m3, respectively. The mean and maximum vegetative biomass using the 

multiplicative growth approach was 0.00022 and 0.0011 mmol P/m3, respectively. The 

peak biomass in 2018 was approximately 9 and 7 times higher than the modeled peak 

vegetative biomass for 2019 using the minimum and multiplicative approaches for 

growth, respectively (Figure 21). 

 For all germination conditions, the akinete peak lagged the vegetative peak by 2 

and 22 days for the multiplicative and minimum growth formulas, respectively. For all 

germination conditions and growth rate formula combinations, the modeled peak in 

vegetative biomass lagged the TDP peak by three months, or approximately one month 

longer than was observed in 2018. Although the differences in timing and magnitude 

were not variable among germination conditions, the relative abundance of vegetative 

cells in the water column or akinetes on the lake bottom did change throughout the year 

(Figure 22). For all germination conditions, akinete biomass dominated during the winter 

months. Model runs that employed the Liebig's minimum growth approach yielded 

smoother trajectories, with exception to the PAR germination condition that more closely 

resembled model runs using the multiplicative approach, which were more irregular. 

Model outputs of the relative abundance of vegetative biomass and akinetes for 

germination conditions for PAR + TDP, PAR + Temp, and PAR + TDP + Temp 
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germination conditions were nearly identical. The PAR + Temp germination condition 

outputs deviated some with more variability in the relative abundance of vegetative and 

akinete biomass earlier in the year.  

Table 10. Summary of model runs for varied akinete germination conditions and growth 

rate formulations.  

Run 
Growth 

formulation 

Timing of 

Vegetative 

Peak 

Timing 

of 

Akinete 

Peak 

Vegetative 

Mean 

mmol 

P/m3 

Vegetative 

Peak mmol 

P/m3 

Akinete 

Peak 

mmol 

P/m3 

Timing 

of 

TDP 

Peak 

Observed - ~ 09-Aug - 0.026 >0.053 - - 

PAR 

Multiplicative 18-Sep 20-Sep 0.00037 0.0043 0.0033 22-Jun 

Minimum 18-Sep 9-Oct 0.00054 0.06 0.019 22-Jun 

PAR 
+ TDP 

Multiplicative 18-Sep 20-Sep 0.00037 0.0043 0.0033 22-Jun 

Minimum 18-Sep 9-Oct 0.00054 0.06 0.019 22-Jun 

PAR 
+ Temp 

Multiplicative 18-Sep 20-Sep 0.00037 0.0043 0.0033 22-Jun 

Minimum 18-Sep 9-Oct 0.0054 0.06 0.019 22-Jun 

PAR
+ TDP
+ Temp 

Multiplicative 18-Sep 20-Sep 0.00037 0.0043 0.0033 22-Jun 

Minimum 18-Sep 9-Oct 0.0054 0.06 0.019 22-Jun 
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Figure 19. Growth rate using the multiplicative (red) and minimum (black) approach.   

 

Figure 20. Vegetative biomass over time using 2018 conditions for each germination 

condition using the minimum (Min.) and multiplicative (Mult.) growth formulas with 
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transfer between vegetative and akinete pools (colored lines) and without (‘Baseline’, 

black).  

 

 

Figure 21. Comparison of 2018 and 2019 model outputs using the germination conditions 

for PAR, TDP, and temp for the A) minimum and B) multiplicative growth approaches.  

 

Min. 

Mult. 
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Figure 22. Percent of total biomass (as P) that is akinetes (dashed) and vegetative (solid) 

cells for each germination using the minimum (Min.) and multiplicative (Mult.) growth 

formulas.  

 

Model Sensitivity to Environmental Drivers 

 The model was run using four different scenarios for altered environmental 

drivers (doubled river TDP loading: TDPx2; increased lake temperature by 2˚C: T+2; no 

river loading of cyanobacteria: NRL; and doubled river cyanobacteria loading: DRL) 

using two growth rate formulas (minimum and multiplicative) and four sets of 

germination conditions (PAR, PAR + Temp, PAR + TDP, PAR + Temp + TDP). The 
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mean and peak vegetative and akinete biomass, as well as the timing of the peaks, were 

the same regardless of growth rate formula and germination conditions for each of the 

four model scenarios (Table 11 and Supplementary Table 8-10). Compared to model 

outputs using unaltered data from 2018, the magnitude of the vegetative peak changed by 

+183, +57, -5, and +5% for the TDPx2, T+2, NRL, and DRL model scenarios, 

respectively (Figure 23, Table 11). Similarly, the mean vegetative biomass changed by 

+289, +76, -9, and +6% for the TDPx2, T+2, NRL, and DRL model scenarios, 

respectively. For model runs using the multiplicative approach, the vegetative peak 

changed by +112, +51, -21, and +21% for the TDPx2, T+2, NRL, and DRL model 

scenarios, respectively, when compared to model runs using observed conditions. The 

corresponding mean vegetative biomass changed by +224, +57, -24, and +27%, 

respectively. All model scenarios that were run with the minimum formulation for growth 

rate achieved a bloom (>0.053 mmol P/m3), while model runs using the multiplicative 

formulation did not. The mean vegetative biomass for all model runs was below observed 

values for Lake Superior (0.026 mmol P/m3), except for the TDPx2 model scenario with 

the minimum growth rate formula without akinetes. Including akinetes resulted in a 

decrease in vegetative biomass for all model runs, but the magnitude of change was 

variable between growth rate formulas and model scenarios (Table 11). For model runs 

using the minimum growth rate formula, the NRL model scenario yielded the greatest 

decrease, followed by DRL, Temp+2˚C, and TDPx2 scenario. For the model runs using 

the multiplicative growth formula, the TDPx2 model scenario had the greatest reduction 

in vegetative biomass, followed by T+2, DRL, and the NRL scenario. 
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Figure 23. Vegetative (solid lines) and akinete (dashed line) biomass over time for each 

model scenario (double river TDP loading: TDPx2; increase in lake temperature by 2˚C: 

T+2; no river loading of cyanobacteria: NRL; and double river cyanobacteria loading: 

DRL) and growth formula combination using the PAR + TDP + Temp germination 

conditions with transfer between vegetative and akinete pools (black) and without (red).  
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Table 11. Summary of model output for 𝑃𝐴𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ≥  𝑃𝐴𝑅𝑜𝑝𝑡, TDP > 𝑇𝐷𝑃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡, and Temp > 

𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 germination condition. ‘Baseline’ indicates model runs with no akinete 

exchange. 

Minimum 

Scenario Run 

Timing of 

Vegetative 

Peak 

Timing 

of 

Akinete 

Peak 

Vegetative 

mean 

mmol 

P/m3 

Vegetative 

peak 

mmol 

P/m3 

Akinete 

peak 

mmol 

P/m3 

Timing 

of 

TDP 

Peak 

Akinete 

Contribution 

to Peak 

Current Baseline 18-Sep - 0.0019 0.0079 - 22-Jun - 

TDPx2 
Baseline 10-Sep - 0.027 0.17 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 12-Sep 28-Jul 0.021 0.17 0.059 22-Jun 0% 

T+2 
Baseline 11-Sep - 0.014 0.096 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 12-Sep 28-Jul 0.0096 0.094 0.021 22-Jun -2% 

NRL 
Baseline 16-Sep - 0.0085 0.066 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 19-Sep 9-Oct 0.0049 0.057 0.018 22-Jun -14% 

DRL 
Baseline 15-Sep - 0.01 0.071 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 17-Sep 29-Sep 0.0058 0.063 0.019 22-Jun -11% 

Multiplicative 

Scenario Run 

Timing of 

Vegetative 

Peak 

Timing 

of 

Akinete 

Peak 

Vegetative 

mean 

mmol 

P/m3 

Vegetative 

peak mmol 

P/m3 

Akinete 

peak 

mmol 

P/m3 

Timing 

of 

TDP 

Peak 

Akinete 

Contribution 

to Peak 

Current Baseline 18-Sep - 0.0019 0.0079 - 22-Jun - 

TDPx2 
Baseline 29-Sep - 0.0055 0.035 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 18-Sep 8-Oct 0.0012 0.0091 0.0064 22-Jun -74% 

T+2 
Baseline 18-Sep - 0.003 0.016 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 18-Sep 20-Sep 0.00058 0.0065 0.0042 22-Jun -59% 

NRL 
Baseline 18-Sep - 0.0015 0.0061 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 18-Sep 16-Aug 0.00028 0.0034 0.0026 22-Jun -44% 

DRL 
Baseline 18-Sep - 0.0024 0.0097 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 18-Sep 20-Sep 0.00047 0.0052 0.0041 22-Jun -46% 

 

The timing of the vegetative peaks ranged from September 9th to the 29th, with the 

majority of peaks occurring on September 18th  (Table 11). The timing of the akinete 

biomass peak was variable between growth rate formulas and among model scenarios, 

ranging from mid-July to early October, but was consistent across germination conditions 

(Table 11). For model runs using the minimum approach for growth, the akinete peak 

preceded the vegetative peak by 47 days for the TDPx2 and T+2 model runs, and lagged 

the vegetative peak by 21 and 12 days for the NRL and DRL model scenarios, 

respectively. For model runs using the multiplicative approach, the akinete peak lagged 
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the vegetative peak by 21, 2, 34, and 2 days for the TDPx2, T+2, NRL, and DRL model 

scenarios, respectively. The timing of the TDP peak was the same across all model runs 

for all combinations of model scenarios, growth formulas, and germination conditions, 

except for the PAR only germination condition with the minimum growth formula and 

the T+2 model scenario, in which the TDP was one day earlier. The lag between the TDP 

peak and the vegetative peak ranged from 81 to 100 days, with typical lag of 89 days 

(Table 10, Table 11). 

DISCUSSION 

 Cyanobacterial blooms have begun to occur in Lake Superior despite the 

relatively cold water temperatures and low nutrient concentrations – conditions not 

typically associated with cyanobacterial blooms (Sterner et al., 2020; Reinl et al., 2021). 

Prior studies have emphasized the importance of environmental drivers including water 

temperature and storm-derived nutrient inputs (Sterner et al., 2020), as well as nutrient 

and biological loading from the watershed (Reinl et al., 2020). Although external drivers 

are a critical component of understanding cyanobacterial blooms, the interplay of the 

various elements of the life cycle is often overlooked (Reinl et al., 2021). In Lake 

Superior blooms, we have observed vegetative, heterocystous, and resting stages 

(akinetes) during bloom events, indicating the potential importance of different life cycle 

stages in the formation and degradation of cyanobacterial blooms in this system. We 

employed life cycle modeling approach to better understand bloom dynamics in Lake 

Superior by integrating environmental drivers and natural history. This approach has been 

successfully applied in other systems (Hense & Beckmann, 2006, 2010; Jöhnk et al., 

2011; Hellweger et al., 2013), particularly where validation data is sparse (Hense & 
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Beckmann, 2010), as is the case for Lake Superior. This study is the first attempt to 

model cyanobacterial blooms in oligotrophic Lake Superior and provides insights on 

external drivers, the role of akinetes in oligotrophic blooms, and current knowledge gaps.  

We evaluated the model performance qualitatively and focused on the magnitude 

of the vegetative and akinete biomass peaks and the timing of the bloom. First, the model 

predicted a bloom for 2018 and did not predict a bloom for 2019, indicating processes 

that are key factors in determining cyanobacterial bloom formation are captured in the 

model.  Although interpolated values extending before and after field measurements for 

input data were somewhat unrealistic, the model predicted reasonable biomass levels for 

the winter, spring, and fall, with peaks occurring during the summer months. This is 

advantageous from a management perspective, as it shows that the model doesn’t require 

high resolution input data or complex interpolation procedures for input data. A bloom 

was predicted across all model runs for current conditions and model scenarios when the 

minimum approach for growth rate was applied, while all model runs using the 

multiplicative growth rate did not achieve vegetative biomass concentrations that met the 

criteria for a bloom. This result does not necessarily mean that Liebig’s Law of the 

Minimum is the correct approach to model growth, but it does indicate that the 

multiplicative approach to modeling cyanobacterial growth in the model is probably 

overly punitive. Additionally, observations of blooms in Lake Superior have been 

concentrated at the surface, thus if all of the biomass were concentrated in the surface, we 

may observe higher concentrations of cyanobacterial biomass per unit of volume. 

Furthermore, we base our estimates of cyanobacterial biomass as chl-a on the Redfield 

ratio, but molar C:P ratios from Lake Superior bloom samples in 2018 of  ranged from 
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approximately 200-500 (Sterner et al., 2020), meaning that we may be significantly 

underestimating cyanobacterial biomass. If we were to relax the assumption that the 

stoichiometric ratio of cyanobacterial biomass in Lake Superior blooms converges on the 

Redfield ratio, we would observe much higher concentrations of biomass. 

We tested several model scenarios to evaluate the sensitivity of the model and 

identify important factors in bloom formation. When comparing model scenarios to 

model runs using 2018 data with transfer between the vegetative and akinete pools, river 

TDP loading had the greatest influence on biomass concentrations, followed by lake 

temperature, and then river loading of cyanobacteria. The positive effect of increased 

river TDP loading and lake water temperature on cyanobacterial growth is not surprising 

(Paerl & Huisman, 2008; Beaulieu, Pick & Gregory-Eaves, 2013; Rigosi et al., 2014, 

2015; Lürling, Van Oosterhout & Faassen, 2017), but the much higher impact of 

increased TDP indicates that temperature and nutrients are not equally important in 

promoting blooms in Lake Superior. The model sensitivity to TDP inputs is consistent 

with observations, in that the largest blooms in Lake Superior were observed in years 

where > 500-year flood events occurred (Sterner et al., 2020). Laboratory experiments 

have also demonstrated that while temperature increases can lead to increase 

cyanobacterial biomass, nutrient inputs have a greater impact (Lürling et al., 2018). 

Rigosi et al., (2014) evaluated more than 1000 lakes for the effects of temperature and 

nutrients on cyanobacterial biomass and found that nutrients had a greater impact than 

temperature, especially in oligotrophic lakes. This is particularly important from a 

management perspective, as it highlights a pathway for cyanobacterial bloom 

management and mitigation through nutrient control strategies, and small streams such as 
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many of those observed along the south shore in the western arm of Lake Superior can be 

important contributors of dissolved nutrients to coastal regions (Mooney et al., 2020). 

However, this is a complicated issue for Lake Superior as most of the watershed is 

forested and large nutrient pulses have been delivered through major precipitation events 

in the past (Sterner et al., 2020). That said, management of shorelines and watershed 

exports, as well as investments in coastal resilience could aid in mitigating excess 

nutrient delivery to the nearshore.  

As expected, eliminating river loading of cyanobacteria in the model resulted in a 

decrease in the peak vegetative biomass, and doubling the load resulted in an increase. 

The magnitude of the increase was much smaller than increased TDP and temperature, 

but Reinl et al. (2020) observed that the abundance of cyanobacteria in nearby rivers is 

not high and that while potentially important for seeding blooms, that in-lake growth is 

more important than watershed exports for producing blooms. The results of the model 

runs under the various scenarios indicate that TDP and temperature are the most 

important drivers of bloom occurrence and that biological river loading plays a 

supporting role.  

 Surprisingly, the inclusion of transfer between the vegetative and akinete pools 

resulted in a decrease in the peak vegetative biomass, with a greater decrease for model 

runs that used the multiplicative growth approach. The decrease in vegetative biomass 

likely reflects the rates of transfer between the vegetative and akinete pools and 

conditions for germination and encystment. The transfer rates dictated the amount of 

biomass leaving and entering each pool, and significantly influenced biomass levels. 

Contribution of akinetes to peak vegetative biomass values reported in the literature range 
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widely from as low as 0.05% to 50% (Barbiero & Welch, 1992; Karlsson-Elfgren & 

Brunberg, 2004; Olli et al., 2005; Carey, Weathers & Cottingham, 2008; Carey et al., 

2014), but the upper range of those values was for the species Gleotrichia echinulate, for 

which akinete recruitment has been documented to be more important for bloom 

formation than for other species (Carey et al., 2008). Akinetes are an evolutionary trait 

that provides a survival mechanism, allowing cyanobacteria to persist through adverse 

conditions (Adams et al., 1981; Reynolds et al., 1981; Adams & Duggan, 1999; Kaplan-

Levy et al., 2010), not to boost cyanobacterial growth to on an annual basis. Although 

studies have documented positive contributions to vegetative biomass, it is reasonable 

that when conditions are met for encystment, the differentiation of vegetative cells into 

akinetes would inevitably result in a loss of vegetative biomass through direct losses due 

to differentiation and subsequent losses via a reduced number of reproducing vegetative 

cells. However, the critical growth rate for germination may be too high, resulting in 

excessive encystment in the vegetative population. While adjustments to the model 

parameters to achieve a certain balance in the biomass pools can be made, further work is 

needed to determine reasonable values for akinete contribution to vegetative biomass, 

germination and encystment, and exchange rates. This highlights an important knowledge 

gap regarding the biophysical characteristics of D. lemmermannii.   

All model runs exhibited a summer vegetative biomass peak in September, 

ranging from the 10th to the 20th day of the month. While the timing of these peaks is 

ecologically reasonable, the predicted peak is approximately one month after the 

observed peak in 2018, resulting in a lag of the TDP peak that was also one month longer 

than what was observed. There are several possible causes with the most likely culprits 
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being inaccurate estimates for model parameters and/or processes missing from the 

model.  

Germination and encystment conditions are largely unknown for D. 

lemmermannii and threshold values for these processes could significantly affect the 

model predictions. Similarly, the rate of transfer between the vegetative and akinete pools 

affects biomass levels and the timing of biomass peaks. Rates of germination reported in 

the literature are often reported as percentages or colonies (Carey et al., 2008, 2009, 

2014; Park et al., 2018), and the reported rates vary widely from 200 (Carey et al., 2009) 

to 10000 colonies/m2/d (Carey et al., 2014). The chemical composition of akinetes is also 

highly variable among species (Adams & Duggan, 1999), making estimates based on 

biomass as P a convoluted process that is likely highly inaccurate. Quantifying conditions 

and rates related to germination and encystment is an important next step in advancing 

our knowledge on the natural history of cyanobacteria and the role of resting stages in 

contemporary blooms.  

The difference in lag time between the TDP and vegetive biomass peak from 

observed conditions could also be the result of processes missing from the model. 

Hydrodynamic processes affect both the transport of nutrients and biological material. 

For example, making adjustments in model parameters such as the nearshore-offshore 

exchange rate would have an impact on whether cyanobacteria would be able to 

concentrate to levels that would constitute a bloom. Marcarelli et al. (2019) examined the 

effects of tributary inputs on Lake Superior and found that hydrodynamics played a key 

role in the paths and residence time of tributary plumes in Lake Superior, as well as their 

effect on nearshore processes. Another Great Lakes study examined the influences of 
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tributaries on water quality in Lake Ontario (Howell et al., 2012) and observed that 

nearshore water quality was most impacted near tributary inlets to the lake, but that the 

spatial extent of tributary influence was dominated by alongshore currents, further 

demonstrating importance of considering hydrodynamics in conjunction with watershed 

inputs.  

Nutrient inputs from lake sediments have also been identified as an important 

process in promoting cyanobacterial blooms in oligotrophic lakes (Carey et al., 2008, 

2009; Callieri et al., 2014). The lag time between the TDP and biomass peaks observed in 

Lake Superior may be due to the time needed for mineralization of sediment-bound P and 

make it available for biological uptake. This was observed in Lake Maggiore, where 

blooms followed rain events that resulted in lake level changes and subsequent P release 

from littoral sediments (Callieri et al., 2014); however, studies of availability of sediment 

P in Lake Superior have indicated that most of this P pool is not available for uptake (Li, 

Zhang & Katsev, 2018; Tonello et al., 2019).  

Overall, this model provides many insights into the causes and dynamics of 

blooms in Lake Superior, but as with any model it has its limitations resulting from the 

approach and assumptions applied to the model. First and foremost, we are severely 

limited by data availability on bloom events in Lake Superior, and more data would 

considerably improve the model performance. Second, this model does not include 

hydrodynamics, which we acknowledge is likely an important factor in bloom formation 

in Lake Superior and future development of modeling efforts should include these 

aspects, including nearshore-offshore exchange, currents, vertical mixing, and upwelling 

events. Traits such as buoyancy should also be included in future model versions as they 
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can be important for resource competition with other phytoplankton and for developing 

surface scums, especially in oligotrophic systems (Reinl et al., in review). Sediment 

nutrient processes are also excluded from the model, and others have found that this is an 

important factor in blooms in oligotrophic systems (Carey et al., 2008; Callieri et al., 

2014). The model we have developed is also reliant on external data forcing; however, 

given the relatively few data points available and using a simple linear interpolation to 

achieve an annual time series, the model still did well predicting defensible biomass 

levels throughout the year. Parameter estimates may not be representative of this system, 

which is a problem in many modeling studies, but as more field and laboratory data is 

collected those estimates can be improved. The parameter estimates for germination and 

encystment conditions, as well as rates of transfer, would be of high value to improving 

the model.   

To conclude, the results of the model showed that akinetes may play a key role in 

survival and establishing new populations but are not a critical factor in bloom 

occurrence or the magnitude of blooms, though this may vary by taxa (Carey et al., 

2008). The model also highlighted the importance of TDP and temperature in 

accelerating cyanobacterial growth, in agreement with Sterner et al. (2020) and of interest 

from a bloom management perspective. The model also agrees with findings from Reinl 

et al. (2020), that fluvial seeding of cyanobacteria is an important source of cells to the 

lake, but that in-lake conditions dictate whether a bloom will occur and the magnitude. 

We were also able to identify key knowledge gaps including hydrodynamic factors that 

contribute to blooms, the effects of sediment nutrients, and information regarding 

biophysical characteristics of D. lemmermannii. Addressing these knowledge gaps would 
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improve the model accuracy, which is of high value to natural resource managers in the 

area. Overall, this approach to modeling cyanobacteria in Lake Superior is a good 

representation of the key drivers and captures important features of bloom dynamics well. 

This work is a first step toward developing models to predict cyanobacterial blooms in 

Lake Superior. The unique approach of integrating life cycles and environmental data 

provides a more holistic approach to understanding bloom dynamics in oligotrophic 

systems and lays the groundwork for future model development for blooms in Lake 

Superior.  
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Appendix A: Chapter 1 Supplementary Information 
 

Table S1. Coordinates for CTD stations. 

Station Lat Lon 

BR 47.334 91.189 

CD1 47.064 -91.428 

CM 48.018 -87.779 

EL 47.500 -87.000 

EL1 47.499 -86.993 

EM 47.583 -88.851 

IR 47.974 -88.468 

LLO1 46.867 91.925 

NB20121 48.699 -87.556 

NB20122 48.570 -88.109 

RM 48.000 -88.001 

Sta_10 46.917 -91.800 

Sta_5 46.998 -91.377 

Sta_6 46.940 -91.342 

Sta_8 46.927 -91.467 

Sta_9 46.927 -91.467 

Sta_9M1 46.925 -91.467 

STEF 47.064 -91.432 

STEG 47.050 -90.967 

TH35 46.970 -91.626 

TH6 46.907 -91.534 

WM 47.340 -89.817 

WM7 47.335 -89.800 
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Table S2. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients for surface temperature, thermocline 

depth, and euphotic depth. p <0.05 for thermocline depth and surface temperature 

relationship. 

N = 20 

Surface 

Temperature, 

°C 

Thermocline depth, m Euphotic depth, m 

Surface Temperature, °C 1.0 -0.31 -0.42 

Thermocline depth, m -0.31 1.0 0.40 

1% PAR depth, m -0.42 0.40 1.0 

 

 

Table S3. Results of the Kruskal-Wallis test with multiple comparisons. Comparisons 

marked with an asterisk (*) indicate a significant difference at α=0.05. Only parameters 

where there were differences are reported in the table.  

Comparison 
Jun-

Jul 

Jun-

Aug 

Jun-

Sept 

Jun-

Oct 

Jul-

Aug 

Jul-

Sept 

Jul-

Oct 

Aug-

Sept 

Aug-

Oct 

Sept-

Oct 

Surface Temperature   *     *       *   

Thermocline Depth             *   *   

DCM depth           * *       

1 % PAR depth           

DCM concentration   * * *             

DCL thickness   * * *             

DCM temperature         * * *       

DCL integrated 

chlorophyll  
          

Mean depth of 

chlorophyll 
  * * *   * *       

Surface chlorophyll 

concentration 
*                   

DCM: surface 

chlorophyll 
  * * * *   *       
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Table S4. Summary statistics for multiple predictor linear models including marginal 

(R2
m, pm) and conditional (R2

c, pc) R
2 and p-values. Models with no entry for conditional 

values had no random effect present. Bolded p-values are significant for α = 0.05.  

Predictors Response R2
m R2

c Coefficients p-value 

1% PAR depth, 

m + 

Thermocline 

depth + Surface 

Temperature 

N = 20 

DCL thickness, m 0.00 - 

z1% 0.16 0.5 

zthern 0.49 0.2 

Ts -0.31 0.1 

DCM concentration, µg/L 0.36 0.70 

z1% -0.019 0.06 

zthern -0.0030 0.8 

Ts 0.016 0.6 

DCM depth, m 0.33 0.53 

z1% 0.47 0.07 

zthern 0.62 0.07 

Ts 1.2 0.1 

DCL depth integrated 

chlorophyll, µg/m2 
0.00 - 

z1% 0.016 1 

zthern 0.16 0.7 

Ts -0.13 0.9 

Thermocline 

depth + Surface 

Temperature 

N = 63 

DCL thickness, m 0.18 0.41 
zthern 0.35 0.2 

Ts -1.3 0.003 

DCM concentration, µg/L 0.10 0.27 
zthern 0.0010 0.8 

Ts 0.048 0.01 

DCM depth, m 0.020 0.32 
zthern 0.18 0.2 

Ts 0.055 0.9 

DCL depth integrated 

chlorophyll, µg/m2 
0.040 - 

zthern 0.27 0.07 

Ts -0.18 0.6 

1% PAR depth, 

m + Surface 

Temperature 

N = 20 

DCL thickness, m 0.41 0.45 
z1% 0.23 0.4 

Ts -1.5 0.07 

DCM concentration, µg/L 0.37 0.71 
z1% -0.019 0.05 

Ts 0.018 0.5 

DCM depth, m 0.010 0.69 
z1% 0.39 0.1 

Ts 0.72 0.3 

DCL depth integrated 

chlorophyll, µg/m2 
0.00 - 

z1% 0.042 0.9 

Ts -0.20 0.8 

 1% PAR 

depth, m + 

Thermocline 

depth 

N = 20 

DCL thickness, m 0.34 - 
z1% 0.40 0.06 

zthern 0.58 0.1 

DCM concentration, µg/L 0.36 0.74 
z1% -0.020 0.01 

zthern -0.0060 0.6 

DCM depth, m 0.26 0.4 
z1% 0.28 0.3 

zthern 0.60 0.1 

DCL depth integrated 

chlorophyll, µg/m2 
0.00 - 

z1% 0.040 0.9 

zthern 0.17 0.7 
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Figure S1. Smoothed beam transmission profiles with estimates of the DCL top, bottom, 

and depth of maximum using full width- half max estimates, ordered by surface 

temperature (Ts). 
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Figure S2. Smoothed DCL chlorophyll profiles with estimates of the top, bottom, and 
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depth of maximum using full width- half max estimates, ordered by surface temperature 

(Ts). 

 

 

Figure S3. Frequency of years and stations sampled in each month. Years sampled in 

each month are represented by shading and counts for the number of stations sampled in 

each month are displayed on each bar.  
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Figure S4. Percent of incident light at the DCM peak in each month. Number of 

observations for each month is located above each boxplot.  

 

 

 

 

Figure S5. DCL characteristics as a function of thermocline depth. p < 0.05 for DCL 

thickness and DCM concentration. 
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Figure S6. DCL characteristics as a function of 1% PAR depth. p < 0.05 for DCL 

thickness and DCM concentration. 

 

 

 

Figure S7. DCL characteristics as a function of 1% PAR depth without leveraging points. 

No significant relationships were found. 
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Figure S8. Dissolved oxygen saturation profiles with depth. Dashed lines indicate the top, 

peak, and bottom of the DCL, ordered by surface temperature (Ts). 
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Appendix B: Chapter 2 Supplementary Information 
 

 

Figure S9. PHYTO-PAM measurements for pure cultures used to ground truth 

measurements. Bars show measurements for each algal group grown in high and low N:P 

media used during laboratory experiments. Results show that the PHYTO-PAM correctly 

measures different algal groups.  
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Table S5. A-LGL medium recipe. 

Major 

Stocks 

(µmol/L) 

CaCl2 · 2H2O 600 

MgSO4 · 7H2O 200 

NaHCO3 150 

Na2SiO3 · 5H2O 20 

H3BO3 388 

KCl 25 

Algal 

Trace 

(µmol/L) 

Na2EDTA 14.92 

FeCl3
. · 6H2O 3.7 

CuSO4
. · 5H2O 0.01 

ZnSO4
. · 7H2O 0.08 

CoCl2
. · 6H2O 0.08 

MnCl2
. · 4H2O 0.91 

Na2MoO4
. · 2H2O 0.09 

H2SeO3 0.01 

Na3VO4 0.01 

Vitamins 

(µmol/L) 

Thiamine. · HCl 296.5 

Biotin  0.2 

B12 0.037 

Nutrients 

(µmol/L) 

High N:P   

K2PO4  0.5 

NH4NO3  25 

Low N:P   

K2PO4  5.33 

NH4NO3  8 
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Table S6. Major ion concentrations of selected algal growth media and LGLs. A-LGL 

was used in this study. All concentration reported in µmol/L. Ca2+ estimates include 

CaCO3. 

Lake/Medium Ca2+ Mg2+ Na+ K+ SO4
2- Cl- HCO3

- Total 

Ions 

WC 250 150 1373 100 150 5367 150 7540 

COMBO 250 522 150 1374 200 150 150 2796 

SuFr 335 100 88 26 60 480 13 1102 

HH COMBO 750 225 1513 100 225 1522 1500 5835 

A-LGL 600 200 214 25 200 1238 150 2627 

Superior 758 116 63 13 40 40 834 1864 

Michigan 1974 464 272 36 250 340 2140 5476 

Huron 1442 307 168 24 165 186 1563 3855 

East Erie 1688 366 373 37 237 411 1758 4870 

Ontario 1736 354 503 38 266 552 1789 5238 

LGL Average 1520 321 276 30 192 306 834 3479 
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Table S7. Tabulated results of Kruskal Wallis multiple comparisons. 

Comparison Difference 

Group 1 Group 2 

20C-High-Harbor 20C-High-Lake 
 

20C-High-Harbor 20C-Low-Harbor * 

20C-High-Harbor 20C-Low-River * 

20C-High-Harbor 25C-High-Harbor * 

20C-High-Harbor 25C-High-River 
 

20C-High-Harbor 25C-Low-Harbor * 

20C-High-Harbor 25C-Low-Lake 
 

20C-High-Harbor 25C-Low-River * 

20C-High-Lake 20C-Low-Harbor * 

20C-High-Lake 20C-Low-River * 

20C-High-Lake 25C-High-Harbor 
 

20C-High-Lake 25C-High-River 
 

20C-High-Lake 25C-Low-Harbor * 

20C-High-Lake 25C-Low-Lake 
 

20C-High-Lake 25C-Low-River * 

20C-Low-Harbor 20C-Low-River 
 

20C-Low-Harbor 25C-High-Harbor * 

20C-Low-Harbor 25C-High-River * 

20C-Low-Harbor 25C-Low-Harbor * 

20C-Low-Harbor 25C-Low-Lake * 

20C-Low-Harbor 25C-Low-River * 

20C-Low-River 25C-High-Harbor * 

20C-Low-River 25C-High-River * 

20C-Low-River 25C-Low-Harbor * 

20C-Low-River 25C-Low-Lake * 

20C-Low-River 25C-Low-River * 

25C-High-Harbor 25C-High-River * 

25C-High-Harbor 25C-Low-Harbor * 

25C-High-Harbor 25C-Low-Lake * 

25C-High-Harbor 25C-Low-River * 

25C-High-River 25C-Low-Harbor * 

25C-High-River 25C-Low-Lake 
 

25C-High-River 25C-Low-River * 

25C-Low-Harbor 25C-Low-Lake * 

25C-Low-Harbor 25C-Low-River * 

25C-Low-Lake 25C-Low-River * 
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Appendix C: Chapter 3 Supplementary Information 
 

 

Figure S10. Chlorophyll-a measurements for Lake Superior nearshore sites from 2017 -

2020. Sites include Mawikwe Bay, Siskiwit Bay, Bark Bay, and Sand West Island near 

the Apostle Islands Lake Shore.  
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Table S8. Summary of model output for PAR̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ≤  PARopt and TDP > TDPcrit germination 

condition. ‘Baseline’ indicates model runs with no akinete exchange. 

PAR + TDP 

Minimum 

Scenario Run 

Timing of 

Vegetativ

e Peak 

Timing 

of 

Akinete 

Peak 

Vegetativ

e mean 

mmol 

P/m3 

Vegetativ

e peak 

mmol 

P/m3 

Akinete 

peak 

mmol 

P/m3 

Timing 

of TDP 

Peak 

Akinete 

Contributio

n to Peak 

Current Baseline 18-Sep - 0.0019 0.0079 - 22-Jun - 

TDPx2 
Baseline 10-Sep - 0.027 0.17 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 12-Sep 28-Jul 0.021 0.17 0.059 22-Jun 0% 

T+2 
Baseline 11-Sep - 0.014 0.096 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 12-Sep 28-Jul 0.0096 0.094 0.021 22-Jun -2% 

NRL 
Baseline 16-Sep - 0.0085 0.066 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 19-Sep 9-Oct 0.0049 0.057 0.018 22-Jun -14% 

DRL 
Baseline 15-Sep - 0.01 0.071 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 17-Sep 29-Sep 0.0058 0.063 0.019 22-Jun -11% 

Multiplicative 

Scenario Run 

Timing of 

Vegetative 

Peak 

Timing 

of 

Akinete 

Peak 

Vegetative 

mean 

mmol P/m3 

Vegetative 

peak mmol 

P/m3 

Akinete 

peak 

mmol 

P/m3 

Timing 

of TDP 

Peak 

Akinete 

Contribution 

to Peak 

Current Baseline 18-Sep - 0.0019 0.0079 - 22-Jun - 

TDPx2 
Baseline 29-Sep - 0.0055 0.035 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 18-Sep 8-Oct 0.0012 0.0091 0.0064 22-Jun -74% 

T+2 
Baseline 18-Sep - 0.003 0.016 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 18-Sep 20-Sep 0.00058 0.0065 0.0042 22-Jun -59% 

NRL 
Baseline 18-Sep - 0.0015 0.0061 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 18-Sep 16-Aug 0.00028 0.0034 0.0026 22-Jun -44% 

DRL 
Baseline 18-Sep - 0.0024 0.0097 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 18-Sep 20-Sep 0.00047 0.0052 0.0041 22-Jun -46% 
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Table S9. Summary of model output for PAR̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ≤  PARopt and Temp > Tempopt 

germination condition. ‘Baseline’ indicates model runs with no akinete exchange. 

PAR + Temp 

Minimum 

Scenario Run 

Timing of 

Vegetative 

Peak 

Timing 

of 

Akinete 

Peak 

Vegetative 

mean 

mmol 

P/m3 

Vegetative 

peak mmol 

P/m3 

Akinete 

peak 

mmol 

P/m3 

Timing 

of 

TDP 

Peak 

Akinete 

Contribution 

to Peak 

Current Baseline 18-Sep - 0.0019 0.0079 - 22-Jun - 

TDPx2 
Baseline 10-Sep - 0.027 0.17 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 12-Sep 28-Jul 0.021 0.17 0.059 22-Jun 0% 

T+2 
Baseline 11-Sep - 0.014 0.096 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 12-Sep 28-Jul 0.0096 0.094 0.021 22-Jun -2% 

NRL 
Baseline 16-Sep - 0.0085 0.066 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 19-Sep 9-Oct 0.0049 0.057 0.018 22-Jun -14% 

DRL 
Baseline 15-Sep - 0.01 0.071 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 17-Sep 29-Sep 0.0058 0.063 0.019 22-Jun -11% 

Multiplicative 

Scenario Run 

Timing of 

Vegetative 

Peak 

Timing 

of 

Akinete 

Peak 

Vegetative 

mean 

mmol 

P/m3 

Vegetative 

peak 

mmol 

P/m3 

Akinete 

peak 

mmol 

P/m3 

Timing 

of 

TDP 

Peak 

Akinete 

Contribution 

to Peak 

Current Baseline 18-Sep - 0.0019 0.0079 - 22-Jun - 

TDPx2 
Baseline 29-Sep - 0.0055 0.035 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 18-Sep 8-Oct 0.0012 0.0091 0.0064 22-Jun -74% 

T+2 
Baseline 18-Sep - 0.003 0.016 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 18-Sep 20-Sep 0.00058 0.0065 0.0042 22-Jun -59% 

NRL 
Baseline 18-Sep - 0.0015 0.0061 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 18-Sep 16-Aug 0.00028 0.0034 0.0026 22-Jun -44% 

DRL 
Baseline 18-Sep - 0.0024 0.0097 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 18-Sep 20-Sep 0.00047 0.0052 0.0041 22-Jun -46% 
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Table S10. Summary of model output for PAR̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ≤  PARopt germination condition. 

‘Baseline’ indicates model runs with no akinete exchange. 

PAR 

Minimum 

Scenario Run 

Timing of 

Vegetative 

Peak 

Timing 

of 

Akinete 

Peak 

Vegetative 

mean 

mmol 

P/m3 

Vegetative 

peak mmol 

P/m3 

Akinete 

peak 

mmol 

P/m3 

Timing 

of 

TDP 

Peak 

Akinete 

Contribution 

to Peak 

Current Baseline 18-Sep - 0.0019 0.0079 - 22-Jun - 

TDPx2 
Baseline 10-Sep - 0.027 0.17 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 12-Sep 28-Jul 0.021 0.17 0.059 22-Jun 0% 

T+2 
Baseline 11-Sep - 0.014 0.096 - 21-Jun - 

Akinete 12-Sep 28-Jul 0.0096 0.094 0.021 22-Jun -2% 

NRL 
Baseline 16-Sep - 0.0085 0.066 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 19-Sep 9-Oct 0.0049 0.057 0.018 22-Jun -14% 

DRL 
Baseline 15-Sep - 0.01 0.071 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 17-Sep 29-Sep 0.0058 0.063 0.019 22-Jun -11% 

Multiplicative 

Scenario Run 

Timing of 

Vegetative 

Peak 

Timing 

of 

Akinete 

Peak 

Vegetative 

mean 

mmol P/m3 

Vegetative 

peak 

mmol 

P/m3 

Akinete 

peak 

mmol 

P/m3 

Timing 

of 

TDP 

Peak 

Akinete 

Contribution 

to Peak 

Current Baseline 18-Sep - 0.0019 0.0079 - 22-Jun - 

TDPx2 
Baseline 29-Sep - 0.0055 0.035 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 18-Sep 8-Oct 0.0012 0.0091 0.0064 22-Jun -74% 

T+2 
Baseline 18-Sep - 0.003 0.016 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 18-Sep 20-Sep 0.00058 0.0065 0.0042 22-Jun -59% 

NRL 
Baseline 18-Sep - 0.0015 0.0061 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 18-Sep 16-Aug 0.00028 0.0034 0.0026 22-Jun -44% 

DRL 
Baseline 18-Sep - 0.0024 0.0097 - 22-Jun - 

Akinete 18-Sep 20-Sep 0.00047 0.0052 0.0041 22-Jun -46% 

 

 

 

 

 


